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ABSTRACT
Recent hacks into blockchain systems and heists from such systems have raised serious questions
about whether this new technology can be secured from ongoing, evolving cyberattacks. While
the technology is known to provide an environment that is fundamentally safer than other
existing centralized systems offer, security professionals warn that the current blockchain
ecosystem is still immature, harboring many known as well as unknown defects [1].
This thesis draws upon a number of research studies and various other inquiries into blockchain
systems security. In addition, this paper gathers and summarizes information regarding 78 recent
blockchain cyberattacks and heists, analyzing and categorizing them as to their cause: platform
breach, dApps exploit, access point attack, or endpoint hacking. Two of these attacks (the
Ethereum blockchain system and the Bitfinex cryptocurrency exchange) are analyzed in detail
using Causal Analysis using System Theory (CAST) method.
A novel top-down security assessment method inspired by System Theoretic Process Analysis
for Security (STPA-Sec) is used to evaluate a sample blockchain system, such as might be
proposed for voting. An analysis of possible vulnerabilities is conducted, and suggestions for
remediation and protection.
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CHAPTER 1 - Introduction
“Never have so many people sought so much from a technology understood by so few, like
Blockchain.”
- Forrester Research

1.1 Blockchain fever
Blockchain technology is currently the most significant topic in the IT industry. In the last couple
of years, blockchain has made the headlines in business and technology news, as business leaders
continue to admire the success stories of cryptocurrency and smart contracts [2]. Numerous
major companies around the world have made tremendous strides in adopting Blockchain
technology as shown in Figure 1.1 below. For example, Nasdaq and Citigroup announced their
new integrated payment solutions that enable straight-through payment processing and
automated reconciliation by using Blockchain’s distributed ledger technology [3]. FedEx also
announced testing of its new Blockchain system for commercial supply chain use with critical
cargo shipments [4]. Lo3energy, an energy supplier based in Brooklyn, New York, implemented
a Blockchain system to improve the tracking of clean energy [5].

Figure 1. 1 – Early Investment of Financial Services Industry in Blockchain [6].

With its explosive popularity, Blockchain technology has now grown to an industry of
$339.5 million in annual revenue in less than 10 years since its inception. The market for the
technology is expected to grow to $2 billion within the next couple of years as seen below in
Figure 1.2. Moreover, as of April 2017, cryptocurrency and Ethereum, the two best known
applications based on Blockchain technology, have a total market value of about $2.3 billion and
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$6.3 billion, respectively [7]. From finance and capitalization, to supply chain, social media,
digital ID management, to IoT devices around us—replacing or upgrading existing technology
with a Blockchain system has become a must-do trend in the IT industry. It is believed that this
technology will lead a tremendous revolution in our daily lives, similar to the impact of the
Internet in the mid-1990s [8].

Figure 1. 2 – Size of the Blockchain Technology Market Projection from 2016 to 2021 in World Wide [9].

1.2 The revolution of system safety and security
In simple terms, Blockchain technology is a public ledger of data transactions in decentralized
form. As the word public indicates, the same ledgers are stored on all nodes, or participants,
within a system network.
Safety and Security Features of Blockchain
Decentralization

No single point of failure. All node can view data
transactions in the system network.

Confidentiality

Users verify identity with public-key cryptography as
authentication. This guarantees anonymity of transaction
and transmission of data.

Integrity

All data transactions are signed and time-stamped, so all
node can easily validate and trace history of transaction.

Transparency

All data transactions should have a consensus from all
node in the system network.

Immutability

Once data are added, they cannot be modified or
destroyed.

Table 1. 1 – Main advantages of Blockchain technology for cyber security [10].
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In other words, every node will obtain the same copy of the public ledger and will also
have simultaneous updates as any data changes within the system. Therefore, all data
transactions occurring in the system can be viewed, validated and verified by all peer
participants. Such transparency of data management makes it virtually impossible for one actor
within the system network to invisibly alter the ledger. This is the primary reason Blockchain
technology is currently considered to be unbreakable and a game changer in the system security
industry [10]. Above Table 1.1 summarizes the subset of major advantages of Blockchain
technology from the system security perspective.

1.3 Motivation of research
Despite the common notion that Blockchain technology is virtually impossible to hack, the
Blockchain system has been subject to numerous cyberattacks in recent years. In 2017, more
than 10 percent of all cyberattacks in the world targeted Blockchain systems [11]. Further, the
annual growth rate of hacking incidents and their loss against Blockchain systems surpass all
other types of IT systems during their technology maturity periods.
Some IT specialists consider these phenomena as a natural pattern of cyber threats
against emerging technologies, because as new technology becomes popular, the number of
cyberattacks against that technology inherently increases. Many researchers also point out that
most system implementations of Blockchain technology has been focused solely on the
cryptocurrency industry, where huge financial transactions provide high monetary rewards to a
hacker once a cyberattack succeeds.

Figure 1. 3 – Biggest crypto currency hacks in dollar amount, as of Dec. 2017 [12].

In researching numerous cyberattacks against Blockchain systems, one surprising theme
emerged: despite the number of security incidents, most victims still believe the Blockchain
system remains safe, sound and secure. They looked outside the system for the root cause of the
heists and the cyberattacks, such as human mistakes, programming errors, immature usage of
technology or even government regulations. This research paper was motivated by this question:
18

Blockchain is widely considered the most secure and hack-proof of all systems, so why is it still
subject to cyberattacks?

1.4 Thesis questions
The following thesis questions are proposed from a system safety control perspective:
Thesis question #1 How different are Blockchain and traditional centralized systems
in terms of system security control?
This paper starts with an explanation of differences between centralized and
decentralized systems, then describes the complex technology in simple terms and
discusses the technology adoption as well as limitations of Blockchain from system
security perspectives.
Thesis question #2
cyberattacks?

Why does a Blockchain system become the victim of

This paper identifies reasons that Blockchain systems allow cyberattacks even though its
core technology provides strong security protections.
Thesis question #3
system?

What are the vulnerabilities and security risks of a Blockchain

This paper discovers and summarizes security weaknesses and cyber threats, which
Blockchain systems have experienced.
Thesis question #4 What are the technical difficulties to preventing cyberattacks on
a Blockchain system?
This analysis focuses on identifying root cause(s) of security incident(s) occurring in
Blockchain systems. The analysis utilizes known causal analysis framework and
compares it with centralized systems from the aspect of system security.
Thesis question #5 How can a Blockchain system detect and remediate potential
security threat(s) in advance?
As the final goal, this paper suggests possible ways Blockchain systems can prevent
exploitation and theft from cyberattacks.
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1.5 Research and exercise
In this paper, the following exercises answer the above-referenced questions from a system
security perspective:
Exercise #1: Establish security control domains in Blockchain systems.
From a system control point of view, I created a security domain for a block-chaining
system that collects computer and network components. This exercise helps to identify
security flaws in the distributed system architecture from a high-level perspective.
Exercise #2: Review heists and hacking incidents against Blockchain systems.
In order to better understand the scope and depth of recent cyberattacks, I have gone
through a comprehensive review of publicly known hacking targeted to Blockchain
system. The reviews examined system security holes, exploitation techniques, financial
loss and the incident responses.
Exercise #3: Categorize Cyberattacks against Blockchain systems.
This exercise categorizes each hacking incident into the security control domain model
developed in Exercise #1 with information obtained from Exercise #2. It discovers
exploitation techniques and security vulnerabilities of Blockchain systems as victims of
cyberattack.
Exercise #4: Conduct causal analysis of security incidents against Blockchain
systems.
This analysis focuses on identifying root cause(s) of security incident(s) in Blockchain
systems. The approach involves both causal analysis and systematic comparison with
other centralized systems from a security perspective.
Exercise #5: Design a security diagnostic framework for Blockchain systems.
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This design proposal attempts to suggest novel cybersecurity risk-elicitation methods by
modifying existing STPA-sec. This includes a new hazard analysis technique and “best
practice” security guidelines for Blockchain systems.

1.6 Structure of thesis paper
As shown in Figure 1.4 below, this thesis paper consists of a total of 6 chapters (excluding
Chapter 1 as the overall introduction and Chapter 8 as future work). To obtain a reasonable
systematic approach to analyzing the security vulnerabilities of the Blockchain system, each
chapter sets different but closely related research goals to its following chapters. Results
throughout the study and exercises in each chapter will be used for later chapters.
The goal of Chapter 2 is exploration of Blockchain in terms of technology, the motivation
for this study. In Chapter 3, security domains will be established for the Blockchain system for a
systematic approach to analyze cyberattack(s) and security vulnerability(s). The goal of Chapter
4 is investigation of real cyberattack cases targeting Blockchain systems by applying the security
domains established in Chapter 3. In Chapter 5, a causal analysis framework will be proposed for
in-depth security incident analysis. Chapter 5 also applies the framework to significant cyber
incident cases from Chapter 4, where similar types of cyberattacks have continued for a long
period of time. Chapter 6 will discuss the common misconceptions and difficulties associated
with Blockchain system security with appropriate solutions for each of the security
vulnerabilities identified in Chapter 4. The goal of Chapter 7 is to propose a security assessment
methodology for Blockchain systems as concatenation of all research throughout this thesis
paper.
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Figure 1. 4 – Structure of this thesis paper.
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CHAPTER 2 - Database for Autonomous Systems
“Blockchain pays for autonomy by sacrificing everything else"
- Bharath Rao, the founder of Ethereum exchange, Leverj [13]

2.1 The birth of blockchain technology
The initial form of Blockchain technology originated in 1991, as shown in Figure 2.1. A paper
entitled, “How to Time-Stamp A Digital Document,” introduced a trusted timestamping protocol
which can guarantee the integrity of data within a chain structure and maintain the privacy of
data in an unaltered state without system level record keeping [14]. The following year (1992),
Bayer, Haber and Stornetta presented a primitive form of Blockchain technology in their paper
entitled “Improving the Efficiency and Reliability of Digital Time-Stamping.” The Merkle tree is
integrated into a reliable timestamping protocol that collects multiple documents and stores them
in a single data type called a block [15]. For the next 20 years, however, this technology did not
receive much attention due to the emergence of centralized systems.

Figure 2. 1 – Brief History of Blockchain [16].

2.2 The Realization of DAO
Blockchain technology began to attract attention again with the introduction of the Distributed
Autonomous Organization (DAO). A DAO is an organization that aims to operate without
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centralized authority or control. Let's imagine an example of DAO using a taxi service with a
self-driving car. Suppose that an owner is able to program the self-driving car and is also able to
set up its taxi-service operation rules, such as connecting Internet-based taxi service providers
(Uber or Lyft) to provide customers. Once the owner completes the initial setup, the car will
drive out by itself and will start providing taxi service to passengers according to direction from
Uber or Lyft. When the car runs out of fuel during the service, the car drives itself to recharging
stations, refuels by paying from its collected fares, and then goes back into service, and so on
[17] [18].
Except for initial investments, such as the purchase of the self-driving car and
programming the operation rule set, the small taxi service organization does not need to control
or manage to perform its mission. This example of a self-driving taxi service is a very simplified
form of DAO that can create monetary benefits through autonomous operation and can operate
infinitely as a source of profit. For many years, the implementation of DAO in cyberspace was
the dream of many system researchers and computer scientists. But commercialization was not
realized due to various technical difficulties.
In 2009, the very first practical DAO was introduced to the computer Internet space in the
form of cryptocurrency called Bitcoin. For the first time, Satoshi Nakamoto published a short
paper entitled, "Bitcoin: Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System," which covered the concept and
operation of the cryptocurrency system as a DAO [19]. Much before Bitcoin became known to
the world, there have been many attempts to implement peer-to-peer (P2P) digital currency
transactions in a distributed manner. However, it was very difficult to keep the security and
integrity of the system data even after completely removing the central authority [20]. Satoshi
was able to solve these problems by adapting Blockchain technology. The technology addressed
problems of decentralization by adding the following two innovative operations to the system.
First, is distribution of data (ledger) to all nodes, so they are transparently monitored by
the entire system network. Since all system activity is watched and reviewed by all peers (users),
the system can operate in a secure state without any centralized control and governance. Second,
is incentive structure for data set (block) processing. Blockchain is designed to provide financial
compensation to the node (user) that has succeeded in creating a new data set (block) and adding
the data set to the existing data chain (Blockchain). Financial compensation is funded from the
profits generated through the operation of the encrypted currency system, which collects a
certain percentage of the transactions between users. With such an ingenious structure, the
cryptocurrency system can be operated as a DAO [21].
Below, Figure 2.2 shows how an incentive structure runs a cryptocurrency system on its
own fuel without centralized authority in system dynamic view. As the number of data
transactions in a cryptocurrency system increases, so does the total amount of transaction fees.
As the fee total increases, the miners will have a greater chance of reward, and more miners will
voluntarily participate in the system network. The involvement of more miners makes the
operation of the system much more stable, and the increased stability of the system leads to more
user participation, resulting in more commissions. Hence, once the system operation rules are set
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and begin to run, the Blockchain-based cryptocurrency system operates infinitely as a DAO,
which does not require any type of maintenance and management.

Figure 2. 2 – Overview of autonomous operation in Crypto Currency Blockchain System.

2.3 How does Blockchain work?
For exploration of the technology, this section describes how Blockchain works from a highlevel view. The main process in Blockchain is adding transaction records to a public ledger that
lists past transactions. The collection of records is called a block. The public ledger of past
transactions is called the Blockchain, as it is a chain of blocks. The Blockchain is responsible for
verifying to the network that a transaction has occurred. A node (user) on the Blockchain
network verifies the validity of the transaction and prevents attempts to misuse or alter legitimate
data transactions. [22]. As shown in Figure 2.3, the process within Blockchain is divided into six
phases: initial request of data transaction, initiation of new block creation, start mining, complete
mining, validation of the new block and chaining of the new block at the end.
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Figure 2. 3 – Overview of how a Block is added to Blockchain.

1. Request of data transaction
Nodes are Blockchain users with access (usually via the Internet, in this case) to the
Blockchain network that stores all the transaction data from the very start as a chain of
information called blocks [23]. Once any of two nodes (users) initiate a data transaction,
the data broadcasts to the entire system network. For example, in a cryptocurrency
Blockchain system, a data transaction is information about movement of cryptocurrency
from one node to another, recording the sender, receiver, time of initiation and amount of
cryptocurrency. Typically, during the system’s operation, a huge amount of broadcasting
occurs simultaneously between nodes (users).
2. Initiation of a new block
Miners are responsible to validate new data transactions and record them on the global
ledger, known as Blockchain. At this initial stage prior to actual mining, each miner
independently verifies the validity of all new incoming transaction data, such as
compliance with the Blockchain protocol, identity verification using digital signatures,
and conflicts with previously viewed transactions [24]. Once validity of data is
confirmed, the miner begins to organize these transactions as part of a candidate block.
Candidate blocks are created individually and locally by the miner, but are not yet part of
the blockchain at this stage.
Miners continue grouping all valid transactions into candidate blocks until the
candidate block reaches the predefined size limit set by the protocol. When the candidate
block is ready for the mining process, the miner records the timestamp of the information
transaction and the previous block’s hash value (cryptographic signature) into the header
of the candidate block. Using timestamps, Blockchain can chain data linearly to avoid
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duplication. Using the previous block’s hash values, Blockchain can keep the data block
secure from alteration, which is illustrated as the value of the second row within the new
Block Header in Figure 2.4 below and also illustrated as chains between two blocks in
Figure 2.5 below.
3. & 4. Starting and completing mining of a new block
After the candidate block is completed, the miner starts its mining process, called puzzlesolving. Puzzle-solving is a process for obtaining a cryptographic value known as hash:
in this case, Block ID or Proof-of-Work (PoW). To solve the hash puzzle, the miner puts
a given set of data (in this case, the candidate block) through a hash function: for Bitcoin
cryptocurrency the hash function is SHA-256.
On modern computers, generating a hash for data is trivial, so to turn this simple
process into a valuable task, Blockchain sets a certain level of difficulty. For example,
Blockchain gives the miners a puzzle to find a hash value starting with, say, "10 zeros in
the candidate block." The miners continue to adjust the nonce (number used once) value
in the candidate block header while putting the candidate block into the hash function to
find a hash value starting with 10 zeros.

Figure 2. 4 – Block mining requires calculation of “Proof of Work” and the calculation is going to
be used as Block Hash (Block ID).

Note that the miner can change only the nonce value in the candidate block. The
remaining fields of the candidate block have a defined meaning and cannot be altered.
Also, note that it is not easy to find the hash value in the candidate block except to
continue to change the nonce value and attempt to generate the hash [25]. In other words,
puzzle-solving (mining) is a competitive process, but it also needs to be more of a lottery
than a race. Blockchain intentionally designed it simple to attract more participation to
the network, but time consuming and resource intensive for fairness to all participants.
Otherwise, one miner or the group can become the only producer of the blocks and
potentially dominate and control the entire Blockchain.
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Once the puzzle is solved, to obtain a desired hash value, a miner is able to
complete the mining process by adding the hash value into the block header as illustrated
in Figure 2.4 [26]. Individual blocks must contain its own PoW (Proof-of-Work) within
its header to be considered as valid data set. The low probability and unpredictability of
PoW thus serves as an important safeguard for the Blockchain system to address data
security and integrity issues without central control [27].
5. Validation of the new block
After a block is successfully mined, the miner forwards the block, broadcasts to the
network and waits for confirmation by another node. The network nodes (users) then start
validating the mined block. If the nodes find something incorrect or a discrepancy, the
block is rejected. If not, the block will obtain consensus from the entire network’s nodes
and be ready to join the existing data chain (Blockchain).
However, please note that due to the avalanche effect 1 even a tiny change to any
portion of the original data will result in a totally unrecognizable hash. Whatever the size
of the original data set, the hash generated by a given function will be the same length
[28].
6. Chain of the new block
The validated block is timestamped and added to the chain in a linear and chronological
order. The addition to the existing data chain (Blockchain) is broadcast to the entire
system network and distributed to make changes for locally stored public ledgers [29].
The miner who created the newly appended block becomes the winner and receives
financial reward from the incentive structure of the Blockchain.

In cryptography, the avalanche effect is the desirable property of cryptographic algorithms, typically block ciphers and cryptographic hash
functions, wherein if an input is changed slightly (for example, flipping a single bit), the output changes significantly (e.g., half the output bits
flip). In the case of high-quality block ciphers, such a small change in either the key or the plaintext should cause a drastic change in the
ciphertext. The actual term was first used by Horst Feistel, although the concept dates back to at least Shannon's diffusion [431].
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Figure 2. 5 – Appending Blocks to Blockchain in simple view.

2.4 Technology for autonomous data management, but not for security
As explained in previous sections, Blockchain is a technology for data management in the
distributed system environment. The adoption of the technology aims to achieve fail-proof,
infinite system operation that is self-fueled without central intermediaries. That is, Blockchain
technology is not designed to protect the entire system environment. The use of this technology
can securely store information in a decentralized system environment, but system security is not
the ultimate goal of this technology.
For example, Blockchain’s data security is maintained by distribution of the same data to
entire nodes. The meaning of security in this way is limited within the inherent permanence and
invariance. For instance, Blockchain cannot handle data which requires privacy, such as military
classified data or corporate business secrets. Further, Blockchain cannot perform other data
processing besides storage, such as modification and deletion. This indicates that separate
security protections must be implemented to protect the rest of the data processing tasks other
than Blockchain at the system level. Therefore, it is dangerous to assume that Blockchain can
secure an entire system environment, making it invulnerable to outside cyberattacks. Even if the
discussion about the technology were confined to database domain, Blockchain is not superior to
any centralized database in any aspect besides decentralization.
Table 2.1 below summarizes the comparison between Blockchain and a central database.
In terms of functionality and performance, the comparison between a centralized database and
Blockchain cannot conclude that Blockchain manages system data better than a centralized
database.

Central Database

Blockchain (permission less)

Difference in Blockchain

Transaction

2000 Data Transaction/sec

7 Transaction/sec.

One block will be added to the
chain in every 10 min. VISA
requires at least 300 Trans/sec.

Latency

Fast

Low

Append new data block
requires multiple level of
consensus.

Throughput

High

High

Number of Readers

High

High

Number of Writers

High

High

Number of Un-trust Writers

None

All

Any node participated in
Blockchain cannot be trusted.
Blockchain relies on notion of
“majority”. Even if one or
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Central Database

Blockchain (permission less)

Difference in Blockchain
some node turns in to be
malicious, other majority of
participants can maintain data
security.

Fault-Tolerance / Robustness

Depends of system architecture.

High

Fault occurrence rate might be
low on Blockchain. However,
when system mal-function or
mis-function, central DB
provides better robustness.

Data Type

Any type is possible.

Very limited.

Only one kind of data can be
used in Blockchain.

Accessibility

Accessibility is controlled in
multiple layers: Authentication,
Authorization, Input validation.

Only one access control by
Authentication.

Anyone can participate in the
Blockchain. Simple
identification is needed for
access.

Alteration / Immutability

Data can be added, changed and
deleted.

Data can only be appended.

Data cannot be altered.

Integrity

High

High

Transparency

Optional.

All data is transparent as
design.

Controlled based on data
requirement.

Central DB can also make
whole data to public.

Table 2. 1 – Blockchain vs. Centralized Database in financial IT system [30].
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CHAPTER 3 – Blockchain System Security Domains
“People like to understand and categorize things in order to understand.”
– Max Riemelt, German Actor

3.1 Blockchain is decentralized, but its system is not
Chapter 2 confirmed that Blockchain technology can autonomously operate its system without
refueling or central control. However, to drive more node (user) participation, the technology has
this limitation: the system needs to be publicly opened (decentralized) and the system must have
a business model that includes an incentive structure.
Moreover, as briefly mentioned in Section 2.4 of Chapter 2, the only role of Blockchain
technology is to record system data and to maintain the integrity of the recorded data in a
decentralized system environment. Table 3.1 below lists the sub-elements that make up the
cryptocurrency system currently considered the most common form of Blockchain. According to
the table, a Blockchain system consists of a mixture of centralized and decentralized system
components. When system components are intricately interconnected, its architecture becomes
complex. This complexity makes system security more difficult and generally requires more
security protection. Therefore, it is hard to believe that the use of one type of database can
protect the entire system’s boundary. In conclusion, a Blockchain system should also implement
security protection for its components from cyberattack in the same way centralized systems do.
Blockchain System
Component

Example

Description

Authentication Service
(3rd party)

ChainID, Multi-sig, etc.

Multi-geniture (Multisig) refers to requiring more than one
key to authorize a crypto-currency transaction. The 3rd party
authentication solution is generally used to divide up
responsibility for approval of transaction request [31].

Decentralized Applications
(dApps)

Golem, Augur, Argon, etc.

Applications established on Blockchain. Due to the
characteristic of blockchain technology, dApps is
autonomous, un-stop-able and does not require a middleman
to function or to manage a user’s information. Currently, the
two most successful dApps are crypto-currency and
Ethereum [32].

Digital Wallet

Airbitz, Copay, Parity, etc.

Digital wallet stores the public and private keys which can
be used to receive or spend a cryptocurrency. A wallet can
contain multiple public and private key pairs [33].

External Interface

Web host service, Web Server,
etc.

System components for external interface in Blockchain
system are the same as existing centralized system.
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Blockchain System
Component

Example

Description

Key Storage

Hot & Cold storages.

Hot wallet refers to any cryptocurrency wallet connected to
the internet. It is easy to setup, access, and use. However,
hot wallets are also more susceptible to cyberattack. On
contrast, cold storage refers to any cryptocurrency wallet
disconnected from the internet. It is not each to access and
use, but considered more secure than hot wallet. Usually, hot
wallet is provided in a form of software (web application),
but cold wallet is provided in a form of hardware (USB key)
[34].

Network Device

Router, Switch, DNS, VPN,
IDS, etc.

System components for Network Devices in Blockchain
system are the same as existing centralized system.

Nodes

Personal computer (PC),
mobile phone, printer, any IoT
device, etc.

Node (user) can be any active electronic device, as long as it
is connected to the network or internet. The role of a node is
to support the network by maintaining a copy of a
Blockchain (public ledger) and, in some cases, to process
transactions [35].

Miners

AntMiner, Avalon, Bitmain,
etc.

Miners can maintain Blockchain network secure by
approving transactions. Mining is an important and integral
part of Blockchain that ensures fairness while keeping the
Blockchain network stable, safe and secure [36].

Table 3. 1 – Simplified list of Blockchain system components [37].

3.2 Difficulty securing a decentralized system in autonomous operation
Figure 3.1 below illustrates data flows between system components of a Blockchain system in
simplified form. In most cases, a node (user) communicates with Blockchain through one of
three channels, including distributed applications (dApps), online web-based wallets with MultiSig authentication, or third-party organizations or exchanges (as in the case of cryptocurrency ).
As shown, after a node (user) is authenticated, no further data protection or security controls any
data originating from that node (user) to the Blockchain.
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Figure 3. 1 – Simplified data flow in Blockchain system.

In other words, authentication is literally the only security control in the Blockchain
system. This is mainly due to the character of the technology, which requires open access to the
network node (user) for autonomous operation. This structure makes it difficult to implement
security controls other than strong cryptography-based authentication. Further, as previous
research in Chapter 2 has shown, Blockchain technology only guarantees the security of system
data inside the Blockchain boundary from external threats. Therefore, no matter how secure your
data is within Blockchain, robust authentication mechanisms alone cannot provide adequate
security for the entire system.
Figure 3.2 below illustrates the comparisons of architecture and data flow between the
two systems at a high level. In the centralized system described on the right, system components
are grouped and placed in their respective hierarchies. This means that only certain paths can
exchange data both inside and outside the system, minimizing the cyberattack surface. In other
words, centralized system architecture is clear for on where to place its security control
components to prevent potential cyber threats. However, in Blockchain-based decentralized
system architecture, the system’s layers are not clearly delineated. Failure to adequately protect
system boundaries increases the system's attack surface, which increases the number of hacking
and exploitation attempts. The increase in hacking and exploitation attempts suggests that the
system is likely to become a victim of cyberattacks. In addition, without centralized control and
management in the distributed system’s architecture, cyberattacks can have a devastating effect
on incident response and emergency response for the Blockchain system.
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Figure 3. 2 – Distributed (Blockchain) vs. Centralized System: To exploit centralized
system, attacker should be able to penetrate or bypass firewall, intrusion detection
system, network monitoring to reach actual hacking targets such as database, application
server etc. However, a Blockchain system contains sustainably fewer security related
components that protect and monitor cyber threats than centralized system does. There is
no security system control component other than user authentication in Blockchain
system boundary.
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3.3 Threat modeling
Threat modeling is a common exercise conducted by most organizations to approach cyber
threats more systematically and identify potential system security issues in advance [38]. In order
to fully analyze hackings and security incidents to Blockchain systems in Chapter 4, this section
performed threat modeling exercises. The goal of these exercises is to categorize Blockchain
system components in terms of system security, then establish security domains specifically for
Blockchain systems (described in Section 3.4) [39].

Figure 3. 3 – Results of threat modeling on Blockchain system.

Throughout this threat modeling exercise based on the data flow of a Blockchain system, as
illustrated in Figure 3.1, a total of six potential Blockchain system security threats were
discovered as shown in Figure 3.3 above. First, it uncovered a cyber threat of data spoofing, a
situation in which a person or program successfully masquerades as another by falsifying data to
gain an illegitimate advantage [40]. In general, this threat exposes a system to cyberattacks
attempting to steal transmitting data or eavesdrop on communication channels for identify theft,
breaking into a secure channel or interrupting user access. Threat modeling also discovered the
cyber threat of data tampering, an act in which user-submitted data is changed to malicious data.
In general, data tampering exposes a system to data manipulation causing incorrect or unintended
system execution including: component tampering, data corruption, data manipulation or ledger
malleability that corrupts Blockchain protocol. Another cyber threat, denial of service, is a
situation in which an authorized user's access to a computer network is interrupted with
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(SR-17) Consensus Protocol Manipulation

(SR-16) Ledger malleability

(SR-15) Re-entry / Race Condition

(SR-14) Untested Code Running

(SR-13) Code Reversing

(SR-12) Security Monitor Circumvention

(SR-11) Un-secure 3rd-Party Solution

(SR-10) Security Sovereignty / Logic Bypass

(SR-9) User Access Control Broken

(SR-8) Unsecure Communication

(SR-7) Secure Channel Broken

(SR-6) Data Loss

(SR-5) Data Manipulation

(SR-4) Data Corruption

(SR-3) Component Tampering

(SR-2) Component Disabled

(SR-1) Identity Theft

malicious intent. Denial of service exposes public-internet-accessible system components to the
cyberattacks of operation halt, system malfunction or data corruption. A cyber threat of privilege
escalation is also possible. Privilege escalation exposes centralized system components (such as
Multi-Sig authentication or cryptocurrency exchange) to cyberattacks involving access control
circumvention, system monitoring bypass or third-party security solution break-ins. The cyber
threat of data disclosure is also in system components designed to process or store sensitive data
such as cold/hot wallet and online/offline storage. In general, data disclosure includes security
risks like data loss or data theft. A cyber threat of broken non-repudiation occurs in distributed
application (dApps) such as smart contracts. In general, this threat includes security risks such as
bypassing security logic, re-entry or race condition within source code or consensus protocol
manipulation. Table 3.2 below lists the results of threat modeling by mapping the 6 identified
threats (in rows) and their 17 associated security risks (in columns). Please note as a naming
convention for later chapters: each security risk is numbered as SR-N, which means Security
Risk Number N.

Data
Spoofing
Data
Tampering
Denial of
Service
Elevation of
Privilege
Data
Disclosure
NonRepudiation
Broken
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Table 3. 2 – Mapping between 6 system security threats (rows) through threat modeling based on Figure 3.1
and 17 potential security risks (columns) in Blockchain System based on the 6 discovered system security
threats based on Figure 3.3.

3.4 Four security domains of Blockchain system
From the threat modeling exercise in Section 3.3, the following 4 security domains were
categorized as a collection of Blockchain system components, as illustrated in Figure 3.4 below.
Please note that the described domains are assigned a naming convention (D-N) for later
chapters, which means Domain Number N.

Figure 3. 4 – Four Blockchain system security domains are categorized throughout threat modeling exercises
in section 3.3 [41].

A platform domain (D-1) mainly includes Blockchain elements such as nodes (users) and
shared data (public ledgers). Since a consensus of all nodes reviews data validation and decides
on block addition, nodes (users) are considered the most important components in a Blockchain
system. Ledgers are the data in the system stored at each node. In this domain (D-1), security
review is mainly focused on redundancy, synchronization and communication for ledger (data)
processing. A front-end domain (D-2) includes a front-end facing server and an application such
as a web server for a digital wallet or third-party security solution, cryptocurrency exchange
servers and online-based cold/hot storage. This is the same or very similar to the prevalent
centralized IT system environment. Hence, security assessment methodologies should be similar
to existing security assurance reviews, such as the OWASP Top 10. A distributed application
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(dApps) domain, (D-3) includes mostly proprietary applications that run based on Blockchain.
Unlike conventional and existing computer applications, the dApps are not isolated within web
servers or personal workstations, but shared across the entire Blockchain system environment.
Hence, security evaluation in this domain should be considered from the aspects of static (source
code based) and also dynamic (running and execution cases). The end-points domain (D-4)
includes terminals, computers or even mobile devices through which users communicate with a
Blockchain system for usage and services. Data is entered as an input, sent as a request and
produced as an output in this domain, considered the most vulnerable area in a data flow chain.
This domain will be the optimum target area for a potential attacker, so it requires effective
protection in the end-user environment from malware attacks against personal computing
devices, Cross-Site Scripting attacks or Cross-Site Request Forgery attacks against client web
browsers or computer virus infections.
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CHAPTER 4 - Cyberattacks against Blockchain
Systems
“Nothing matters but the facts. Without them, the science of criminal investigation is nothing
more than a guessing game.”
- Blake Edwards, American Director

4.1 Major cybersecurity incidents in the Blockchain system
To have better understanding of Blockchain systems security, actual hackings incidents are
studied and researched in this section. Table 4.1 shows a chronological list of publicly notable
cyberattacks targeting Blockchain systems from 2011 onward.
The first and second columns of the table show the name of each victim organization and
the date each cyberattack occurred. If an organization experienced multiple cyberattacks, the
number of occurrences is appended at the end of the name in parentheses, such as (1st) or (2nd).
Each cybersecurity incident is categorized as one of the four Blockchain system security
domains, established through modeling exercises in Chapter 3. Columns 3 to 6 in the table show
which of the four domains experienced the cyberattack. Column 7 provides a brief description of
the cyberattack, such as the exploitation method, the loss amount, consequences and any
backstory related to the security incident, if necessary.
Most of the organizations listed are related to cryptocurrency or smart contracts. These
are the most common applications using Blockchain technology over the last decade since the
advent of cryptocurrency [42]
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(D4) Endpoint Hacking

(D3) DApps Exploit

(D2) Access Point Attack

Date

(D1) Platform Breach

Blockchain System
Organization
(Number if attacked
more than once)

Allinvain

2011. Jun

E

MT Gox (1st)

2011. Jun

E

Bitomat.pl

2011. Jul

P

MyBitcoin

2011. Jul

P

Bitcoin7

2011. Oct

Incident Detail

Allinvain, a screenname of bitcoin.org forum, posted its wallet.dat file stolen by malware and lost $600,000
( 250,000 BTC) [43]. This incident was not a direct cyberattack against a blockchain system or a company.
Nevertheless, in terms of the Blockchain system security, it is considered a very important event, since it was the
first publicly known hacking incident related to a Blockchain based system [44].
Mt. Gox, the largest Bitcoin exchange at the time, was exploited as a system auditor’s computer was
compromised in a cyberattack [45]. The attacker was able to access to the exchange with the information from the
auditor’s computer and artificially altered bitcoin prices to one cent. Then, the attacker purchased about 2,000
Bitcoins from customer accounts and sold them immediately for cash. The loss was estimated at $30,000. [46].
The Poland based bitcoin exchange announced it lost about $222,000 (17,000 BTC) by deletion of Bitcoin Wallet.
The operator set periodical server reboot and the process somehow destroy the Virtual Machines on Amazon Web
Service. The company suspected it was a third party’s fault from the beginning. However, it was subsequently
discovered that a “breach” was occurred during a major upgrade. Then, the server was forced to reboot after the
deletion of the Bitcoin Wallet instances. Because data of Bitcoin Wallet were not backed up at the time, the
exchange lost all in the wallet [47].
The crypto-currency wallet service provider had security flaws in its Blockchain implementation that resulted in
improper confirmation of transactions. Attacker was able to forge Bitcoin deposits via the Shopping Cart Interface
(SCI) and withdrew confirmed/older Bitcoins. This incidence is known as the first case of hot wallet exploitation.
$833K worth of crypto-currency (154,406 BTC) vanished in this incident [48]. MyBitcoin was closed after the
heist [49].

A

Slush Pool (1st)

2012. Mar

A

Bitcoinica (1st)

2012. Mar

A

The third-largest BTC/USD exchange reported loss of $25K (5,000 BTC) from cyber-attacks originated in Russia
and Eastern Europe [50]. Attackers were able to hack into the infrastructure and steal wallets and personal
information in the database [51]. Subsequently, the Bitcoin7 was closed and the domain was later sold for
$10,000 USD in 2013. The exchange has been offline, since this incident [52].
Linode was cloud web host service provider for several crypto-currency companies at the time. Hacker(s)
attacked the Linode server and was able to exploit Bitcoin wallets of several crypto-currency companies’ serviced
by Lonide [53]. According to company’s announcement, a super admin password for its server management panel
was leaked. This allowed a malicious attacker to target multiple Bitcoin-related servers [54]. Slush pool, the
largest Bitcoin mining pool at the time, became one of the victims of the heist. Its backup image with pool data
was saved on a hosted server at Linode and hacker(s) was able to obtain access information to Bitcoins (3094
BTC) stored in the hot wallet. The loss from this attack was estimated at $14,760 [55].
At the same time of Linode cloud web server breach, $226,320 (43000 BTC) was stolen from Bitcoinica, a
crypto-currency trading platform8.

Bitcoinica (2nd)

rd

Bitcoinica (3 )

A

2012. May

2012. Jul

P

P

Bitfloor

2012. Sep

A

Bitinstant

2013. Mar

A

Ozcoin

2013. Apr

A

P

About 10 weeks after its first hack, Bitcoinica was attacked again. At this time, its email address, associated with
its Rackspace server, was compromised. This resulted in a loss of $92,500 (18500 BTC) from hot storage which
allowed direct access from users [56]. The attacker was able to use the breached administrative email accounts to
receive password reset links of user accounts [57]. It was revealed that Bitconica did not move their large amounts
of liquid crypto-currency to cold storage from hot storage even after the first heist [58].

(D4) Endpoint Hacking

BTC-E was a crypto-currency exchange based in Russia. As a provider of anonymous virtual currency transfer
services, the company’s system was compromised, and its API secret key was broken. The number of characters
in the secret key was only 16, which is considered inadequate [60]. The attacker was able to initiate massive
forged deposits in U.S. Dollar with the API key and purchased huge amount of Bitcoin. Subsequently, the attacker
sold the Bitcoin [61]. The loss was 4,500 BTC which was equivalent to approximately $35,000. As a result of the
incident, extremely large buy orders affected the Bitcoin market with temporary spikes [62].

2012. Jul

2013. Apr

Incident Detail

A third exploitation occurred at Bitcoinica, resulting in a loss from the MtGox account that had funds of $350,000
from the remaining users. Couple of days prior to the attack, Bitcoinica server's source code was publicly released
to the internet for an unknown reason. And the API key in the source code was used as the LastPass account
password. The LastPass account was used to access the MtGox account when Bitcoinica was running in business
[59].

BTC-E

Instawallet

(D3) DApps Exploit

(D2) Access Point Attack

Date

(D1) Platform Breach

Blockchain System
Organization
(Number if attacked
more than once)

Bitfloor, the fourth largest Bitcoin exchange in the world at the time, was hacked. The attacker compromised
several servers in cloud infrastructure and was able to obtain un-encrypted backup of the wallet keys. The wallet
keys were managed securely with encryption in production areas. The loss was estimated at about $250K at the
time of the incident [63].
A Bitcoin brokerage, Bitinstant was hacked by DNS hijacking. The attacker was able to gain access to and control
DNS registrar via social engineering [64]. With control of the DNS, the attacker was also able to obtain control
over Bitinstant's email. Then, the attacker performed password reset of Bitinstant’s accounts in the Bitcoin
exchange, VirWox, and emptied the account. The company lost $12,000 worth of Bitcoins [65].
The Instawallet, an online Bitcoin wallet provider, has been suspended indefinitely after hackers compromised its
infrastructure. According to subsequent investigations, a hacker was able to access database and transfer Bitcoins.
The loss was not disclosed and remain unknown at this time [66]. Prior to the hacking, Bitcoin Magazine
recommended the Instawallet as one of the easiest services to use and for its “URL as password” mechanism that
offers enhanced protection [67].
Hacker managed to infiltrate Ozcoin's payout script of mining pool. All money in the pool was paid out to the
hacker's address by using online Bitcoin wallet, Strongcoin. Fortunately, Strongcoin was able to seize most of the
stolen funds and promptly returned them to Ozcoin. The lost was estimated at about $105,000 [68].
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Slush Pool (2nd)

Bitcoin Central

Vircurex

Bitfunder

2013. Apr

2013. Apr

2013. May

2013. Jul

(D4) Endpoint Hacking

(D3) DApps Exploit

(D2) Access Point Attack

Date

(D1) Platform Breach

Blockchain System
Organization
(Number if attacked
more than once)

Incident Detail

Slush Pool reported an unknown intruder reset administrator password through email in OVH, a web hosting
solution provider in U.K. The intruder was able to gain access to a hot wallet and steal stored Bitcoins. Slush Pool
blamed OVH for this issue, but did not reveal loss amounts from the cyberattack [69].

A

A

Bitcoin Central, European Bitcoin Exchange, reported a few hundred bitcoins stolen from a hot wallet after an
intruder managed to reset the password through an email for its hosting provider's web interface in OVH. The
attacker then requested a reboot of the exchange's machine, in a rescue mode, locking the exchange out of its own
site [70]. The OVH had been compromised for a couple of days prior to this hack against a hot wallet in the exact
same way.

A

The alternative cryptocurrency exchange service Vircurex, was hacked and lost about $163,000. The attacker was
able to acquire login credentials to access the VPS (Virtual Private Server) control account of a web hosting
service provider and made a request to reset root password of all servers. As a result, both hot and warm wallet
were emptied by the attacker [71]. In March 2014, the exchange became insolvent after losing large amounts of
its reserve funds and was closed indefinitely [72].
BitFunder, a cryptocurrency platform with flaws in the codes, was able to credit one’s accounts from multiple
Bitcoin Exchanges, such as WeExchange etc. The loss was estimated at about $775,000 (6,000 BTC) [73].
Bitfunder was abruptly shut down in November 2013. In February 2018, BitFunder’s founder, Jon Montroll, was
charged by the SEC in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York with operating an
unregistered securities exchange that defrauded users by allegedly misappropriating bitcoins and failing to
disclose the cyberattack [74].

A

Inputs.io

2013. Oct

E

Bitcash.cz

2013. Nov

E

Bidextreme.pl

2013. Nov

A

Inputs.io, a well-known high-security bitcoin web wallet at time, was hacked and lost about $1M worth of
bitcoins (4,100 BTC) from its hot storage in two different attacks [75]. The attacker was able to access an old
email account in an unknown way and take control of the account by resetting the password from a cloud-hosting
provider, Linode. Then, the attacker compromised the company’s two-factor authentication system by exploiting
a server-side vulnerability and accessed the database containing wallet data and user information [76]. Inputs.io
became no longer operational as of November 7th, 2013 [77].
The Czech Republic-based bitcoin exchange has been hacked and lost about $100,000 worth of cryptocurrency
from customers' wallets [78]. One of Bitcash.cz’s email accounts was compromised, and the attacker sent
phishing emails to users as a staff member. Approximately, 4,000 recipients followed the phishing email
instructions and sent their bitcoins to the attacker’s wallet address [79].
Poland's digital currency exchange, Bidextreme.pl, was hacked. According to the company’s announcement, its
customers' wallets were emptied and $33,000 worth of crypto-currencies (BTC and LTC) were stolen [80] [81].
Following the attack, the site was shut down by its owner and put up for sale at a minimum price of 170 BTC
[82].
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PicoStocks, a cryptocurrency exchange, was compromised, and about $6,000,000 was stolen (about 6,000 BTC)
[84]. The company reported that the attacker used an old access key, which had not been terminated and remained
dormant for a long period of time to transfer from both company’s hot and cold wallets to own address [85].
The dark market web-site, Silk Road 2, lost all of its crypto- currency stored in hot wallet which was worth of
$2,700,000 [86]. According to announcement, the vendor exploited newly discovered “transaction malleability”
vulnerability in Bitcoin Blockchain protocol at the time. The company claimed that "despite its hardening and
penetration testing procedures, the attack vector was outside of penetration testing scope due to being rooted in
the Bitcoin protocol itself," [87].
A Japan-based bitcoin exchanged, MT Gox announced about $450,000,000 worth of cryptocurrency theft by
hacking. The company filed bankruptcy immediately after the heist [88]. According to investigations, the hack
was found to be continued for years with abusing “transaction malleability” issue in Bitcoin protocol [89].
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Danish bitcoin payment process provider BIPS was hacked and lost $1M (1,295 BTC). Prior to the hacking, the
attackers launched Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack on BIPS, originated from Russia and neighboring
countries. While the technical detail remains unknown, the hackers were able to steal from online accessible
wallets [83].
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Flexcoin was attacked and lost all its coins in the hot wallet. Due to the heist, the company did not have enough
resources to cover a loss of 896 BTC, approximately $700,000 at the time [90]. The electronic wallet provider
incentivized users for keeping their Bitcoin balances on hot wallets and charged 0.02 BTC or 1% of transaction
amounts for funds transferred out of cold storage [91]. The un-known attacker was able to log into the flexcoin
front end under a newly created account and then exploited a flaw in the code which allowed transfers between
Flexcoin users. By sending thousands of simultaneous requests, the attacker was able to "move" coins from one
user account to another until the sender account was overdrawn, and before the balances were updated [92].
CoinEX was a Russian crypto-currency exchange handling a small volume of Bitcoins and variety of alt-coins.
Wallet server was compromised, and all of the funds were withdrawn [93]. According to an un-confirmed source,
the attacker might have founded security flaws in an API document that was deleted from the Gist page right after
the incident [94]. The loss was not clearly identified and the exchange has been out of business since Dec 2015.
A crypto-currency exchange, ‘Poloniex’, reported that it lost 12.3 percent of its total crypto-currency supply in an
attack, [95] resulting in a loss of approximately $50,000 in Bitcoin (76.69 BTC) [96]. The hacker discovered a
security issue in the company’s withdrawal process. When a user placed several withdrawals orders in a very
short period time, the ‘Poloniex’ server processed them without verifying the remaining balances. This resulted in
a negative balance or an overdraft, but valid insertions into the database, which then get picked up by the
withdrawal daemon [97].
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Dogecoin storage system, Dogevault, closed after a loss of $55K due to a cyberattack. According to the company
website, hackers infiltrated the online wallet service. Further investigation later found that the attacker gained
access to the node where Dogevault’s virtual machines contained encrypted credentials of all users [98]. After the
heist, the Dogevault service was shut down [99].
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This crypto-currency exchange announced that it had been a target of cyberattack and lost $7,500,000 worth of
Bitcoin (13,000 BTC) and $2.08M worth of Lite Coin (300,000 LTC). The exchange has been closed since then
[100]. It was explained two years later that an alleged hacker claiming to be the developer of Lucky7Coin had
inserted a type of Trojan horse malware (an IRC backdoor) into the code of the wallet thus allowing him to collect
information from the inside of Cryptsy. This enabled the cyber attacker to transfer Bitcoin and litecoin, as well as
a couple of other smaller crypto-currencies, from Cryptsy’s “hot/cold” wallet [101].
Due to a cyberattack, MintPal, a crypto-currency exchange, lost about $2,000,000, which was equivalent to about
8,000,000 Vericoin crypto-currency. According to a subsequent investigation, an attacker was able to circumvent
internal controls and obtain authorization to withdraw request on Vericon’s hot wallet by SQL injection [102].
A crypto-currency trading platform BTER lost $1.65M worth of crypto-currency (51M NXT) [103]. According to
subsequent investigations, studies and researches on the internet, the attacker was able to obtain information
related to developers’ accounts and hack into a main exchange server from a front-end. Even if BTER set up 2factor authentication for user access, the main exchange server’s access control was not set up at the same level.
To worsen the situation even further, most of the NXT crypto-currency was stored in a hot wallet. The attacker
was able to access BTER database and transfer the 51M NXT to its own address. [104]
Cryptothrift, one of the most popular crypto-currency sites at the time, was hacked, losing $5,000. According to
an investigation, the attacker conducted SQL injection and manipulated crypto-currency bitcoin transfers from its
hot wallets [105].
A Norway-based crypto-currency exchange, Justcoin, was exploited due to the vulnerability of
“tfPartialPayment” function in the Ripple and Stellar. This function was designed to handle transactions by
granting access to the platform’s hot wallet-stored funds [106]. Ripple puts blame on Justcoin’s implementation
and confirmation of gateway. However, according to many incident reports, Ripple was already aware of this
issue few months ago. Ripple’s instructions for the gateways setup did not explain the issue properly. Later,
several other exchanges were exploited in the same way. The total loss of the exploitation was about $300,000,
mostly related to crypto-currencies stored at hot storage [107].
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A crypto-currency trading platform, BTC-E, announced its 2nd heist to the public. An attacker was able to
compromise 568,355 accounts and stole approximately $26,000,000 (70,000 BTC) [108]. According to an
unconfirmed source, a hacker was able to post a malware link on ajax chat program called Troll Box and spread it
out to BTC-E users to steal credentials. After discovery of this attack, the company suspended all of the
compromised accounts and set rules to ban a protocol for potentially affected users. However, the remediation
was not effective to stop the malware from spreading out further because it disconnected all communication
channels among users that could be used to warn them of accessing the infected domains [109].
Bitpay’s CFO email account was hacked by a phishing attack. Then, the attacker sent spoofed emails from the
CFO’s email account to the company’s CEO requesting 5,000 BTC on three separate occasions. In response, CEO
of the company sent out the crypto-currencies without any suspicion. As a result, this Atlanta based cryptocurrency payment company lost $1,800,000 [110].
This China-based crypto-currency exchange lost approximately $313,000 (1,000 BTC) [111]. According to
Nelson Yu, CEO of the exchange, the attacker found a flaw on a trading platform and was able to replace one
user’s address with another address [112].
The U.K. based crypto currency exchange was hacked and lost approximately $5,200,000 (19,000 BTC) [113].
According to an unconfirmed incident report of the company, six employees were targeted in a weeks-long
phishing attempt. The attacker sent emails with MS Word documents that contained obfuscated malicious VBA
script. When the document was opened, the script was executed, retrieving a malware from a remote location,
thereby successfully compromising the machine. Ultimately, the attackers were able to access two servers
containing the wallet.dat file of Bitstamp's hot wallet and the passphrase for access [114].
One of the first and the most popular crypto-currency platforms, Localbitcoins, suffered from a distribution of
malware and lost about $5,000 (17 BTC) from customers’ wallets [115]. According to the company, the attacker
spread out a key logger through a live chat program and had users execute programs with a social engineering
technique. Although the live chat program provided by LocalBitcoins had embedded virus scanning capability, it
could not detect the malicious software [116].
A China-based crypto-currency exchange, BTER, lost $1,750,000 (7000 BTC). It was reported that the
company’s cloud infrastructure account was compromised and that the company lost most of its funds from cold
storage. The exchange was closed due to the hack [117].
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A China-based crypto-currency exchange, KipCoin, was compromised by a cyberattack and lost $690,000 (3,000
BTC) [118]. According to the company’s announcement, the exchange had previously experienced a breach of its
cloud server accounts from a 2014 hacking. The attacker was able to obtain and reset a root password in a Linode
cloud server. A wallet.dat file was stolen, and the control of the entire KipCoin server was under the attacker’s
control for months. Although the company became aware of the breach and the loss of control at the time of the
cyberattack, it remains unclear why the exchange did not secure its funds during this time. [119].
This Canadian-based crypto-currency exchange was exploited in its database, resulting in a disclosed user data.
Cavirtexn announced to the public that the compromised database contained two-factor authentication secrets and
hashed password and that none of the identification documents was impacted. Cavirtexn decided to cease all
active operations in its crypto-currency business due to the heist [120]. The loss from this attack was unknown but
all affected users were fully paid back [121].
The attacker exploited a race condition from the trading platform in Cryptoine, a crypto-currency exchange. The
attacker was able to manipulate orders and transfer funds to one’s own account. The amount of loss was not
announced but it was revealed that 60% of the funds stored in hot wallet were stolen [122].
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The attacker was able to obtain access to one of technical assistant’s email accounts. Then, the attacker proceeded
to request a password reset for the Marketing Director’s WordPress account, which was running as the exchange
main site. Upon possession of Marketing Director’s password, the attacker uploaded PHP-based database
management to the WordPress site and manipulated crypto-currency balances in the system. At the end, the
attacker transferred crypto-currencies to his or her own Bitcoin wallet. [123] Due to the cyberattack, Allcrypt lost
about $11,000 (42 BTC).
One of the longest-operating crypto-currency startups suffered a hot wallet attack that resulted in the loss of
$42,900 (150 BTC) [124]. According to Coinapult, there are very few people granted with access to the hot wallet
through SSH keys. Also, only 2 people had physical access to the affected servers kept in a tier 3 data center that
had layers of physical security. The entry point of cyberattack remains unknown at this time. [125]
Bitfinex, a Hong Kong-based crypto-currency exchange, lost about $356K (1,500 BTC) due to a cyberattack
[126]. While the technical detail of this attack was not released, it is widely known that the hot wallet was
compromised. According to a public announcement, the loss amounted to only 0.5% of its entire deposits and the
remaining 99.5% was stored in a multi-sig wallet. The firm also emphasized that it was in the process of
developing a more secure hot wallet [127].
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The U.S.-based crypto-currency exchange, BitQuick, was hacked, and its database was breached. According to a
statement from the exchange, the attacker was able to obtain access to a server by a SQL injection attack and
obtain user’s personal information such as phone numbers, names and email addresses. As publicly known, there
was no theft involved in this cyberattack [130].
This Canada-based crypto-currency exchange announced loss of $33,600 and a company closing due to
debilitating cyberattack [131]. It remains unknown how the exchange was exploited.
Coinwallet.co, an online wallet service, announced a data breach. The attacker was able to conduct a SQL
injection attack and gained access to the database [132]. Coinwallet.co claimed that there was no loss due to the
hacking. However, it announced a service closure without providing any schedule or plan to-reopen the business
[133].
This crypto-currency exchange was suffered by a series of cyberattacks within a month, losing about $230,000
and ultimately closing the business [134]. According to a report, the attacker was able to gain access to a hot
wallet and drained stored crypto currencies (469 BTC, 5,800 ETH and 1,900 LTC) [135]. The exchange believed
that the former employee released critical security information to the attacker. However, there was no strong
evidence found to support the claim since all traces were cleaned after the cyberattack and could not be restored
[136].
D

P
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A Norway-based crypto-currency cloud mining platform, Cloudminr.io, was breached. Attackers were able to
break into the system and compromise the company’s back-end database [128]. There was no loss or theft
announced from the attack. However, the hacker offered to sell the information stolen from 79.267 accounts
including usernames, passwords, and email addresses for a single Bitcoin. The company was out of service
shortly after the incident [129].
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TheDAO, the most anticipated dApps at the time was hacked and lost about $70M worth of Ethers. Bugs in the
code were shared in a forum prior to the attack. While a developer was fixing the dApps, a hacker found a way to
steal most of ICO funds and transfer them to the hacker’s own address [137].
This Canadian Bitcoin startup developed a hardware wallet for safe offline storage. The company reported its
database was exploited [138]. Although all of its user passwords were leaked, Coinkite claimed that there was no
financial loss because all of the stolen passwords were securely encrypted [139].
Gatecoin, a Hong Kong-regulated financial institution for Blockchain assets, publicly announced that a hacker
exploited its multi-sig system who was able to obtain direct access to the cold storage [140]. The estimated loss
was approximately $2 million, or 15% of total crypto currency in the exchange [141]. This breach was very
unique in the theft occurred from Cold Storage [142].
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This Blockchain-based social media company, where users get rewarded for creating or curating good content,
was attacked and more than 250 user accounts were compromised. As a result of the attack, $85K worth of
Steemit coin were stolen from its hot wallet storage [143].
In 2015, Bitfinex, one of the largest crypto-currency exchanges, announced its plan to create a new multisignature wallet with BitGo where keys were divided among a number of owners in order to better manage risk.
When a user sends or broadcasts a transaction to the Bitcoin Blockchain, it requires a first level of approval from
Bitfinex and a second level of approval from Bitgo as a co-signer [144]. According to a public announcement
issued by Bitfinex, a hacker was able to exploit the Bitfinex system and obtain a private key of Bitgo API private
key. Then, the hacker broke the multi-sig by instruct Bitgo’s authentication functions to automatically sign BitGo
into all transactions with only Bitfinex authentication. The hacker was able to execute one transaction that stole
119,756 Bitcoins in the amount of $72,000 [145].
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Bitcurex, established in Poland in 2012, was one of the largest Bitcoin exchanges in Europe. In July 2016,
Bitcurex upgraded to a third party system service to assess customer risk and personal data protection as required
by the Poland Compliance Association. On October 13 2016, Bitcurex announced to the public that the exchange
encountered problems with the update and that the exchange decided to temporarily suspend all transactions in
order to resolve the problems. About two weeks later (October 20, 2016), the exchange abruptly posted a new
message stating that its incident response team is working on a network upgrade and security updates to back the
system up so that users can withdraw their funds. However, about one week later (October 27, 2016), Bitcurex
posted another message finally revealing that a hacking attack occurred on October 13, 2016 and lost assets worth
of estimated $1,500,000 [146]. Based on an investigation conducted by the Polish Authority, Bitcurex stored
funds within a hot wallet in a platform level, and the hacker transferred all of the funds in 3 seconds after the
break in [147]. Consequently, the exchange shut down, and users most likely lost all of their funds. Customer data
of the exchange was also compromised and stolen from system [148].
Zcoin is an open-source crypto-currency which implements Zero-Knowledge proofs on top of Bitcoin to
guarantee complete financial privacy and anonymity [149]. Zcoin discovered that a malicious attacker was able to
“double spend” to receive Zcoin multiple times within one transaction initiation [150]. Zcoin explained that
during non-security focus transaction analysis, developer found a single-symbol error in a piece of code that
allowed the attacker to create Zcoin spend transactions without a corresponding mint” [151]. A further
investigation found that the attacker(s) exploited and manipulated the security vulnerability over a period of
several weeks, who was able to steal about $600,000 (370,000 Zcoin). Zcoin implemented neither real time
monitoring nor fund transaction tracing at the system level [152].
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The South Korea-based crypto-currency exchange suffered a cyberattack and lost $5,000,000 (3816.2028 BTC)
which represented 37% of all user funds. According to the exchange, the attacker broke into the system in an
unknown way and compromised four of the exchange’s hot wallets [153]. The exchange later changed its name to
Youbit.
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A hacker targeted users who installed JAXX Wallet on rooted Android phone, which turned off most of default
security guards within the mobile OS system. After gaining access of the victims’ phones with this method using
the known vulnerability of rooted Android phone, the hacker retrieved a 12-word back up phrase of JAXX
Wallets, pulled out private keys, and then transferred away all of users’ cryptocurrency. Approximately $400K
worth of Ethers and Crypto-currencies were transferred to the hacker’s account over the next two months [154].
According to security analysis from VXLabs, Jaxx Wallet software encrypts the mnemonic using a hard-coded
encryption key, instead of making use of a strong user-supplied password [155]. In response to the hack and the
security analysis, Nilang Vyas, CTO of JAXX, explained that the wallet was designed as a hot wallet which was
not meant to be used for long-term crypto-currency storage [156]. He clearly stated that JAXX does not have any
plan to change or upgrade of its software to address this security issue and asked users not to use JAXX if they are
not comfortable with its security model [157].
The Canada-based crypto-currency exchange, which is the largest in Canada, announced a $15,000,000 (67,316
ETH) loss due to a programming error [158]. When the Ethereum Blockchain was upgraded from Geth 1.5.3 to
1.5.9, the exchange did not update its software appropriately. The exchange should have been able to handle the
smart contract execution between Ethereum and Ethereum class differently, which had Blockchain split last year
due to theDAO hack, but did not do so [159].
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Bithumb, one of the largest crypto currency exchange based in Republic of Korea (South Korea), was hacked, and
its customer data were stolen [160]. The exploitation occurred at one of employee desktop computers in the main
office. About 31,506 user IDs and personal information stored in excel files without any kind of encryption were
stolen. The attacker launched brute force attacks with the stolen user information on 2,000,000 occasions for the
next 3 months. 266 accounts were successfully exploited, which had the same values for user IDs and passwords
[161]. The incident was announced to the public 3 months after the theft. The exchange confirmed that there was
no impact other than a $870,000 loss. However, many customers subsequently complained that they became
subject to “voice phishing”, “identity theft,” and other types of cyberattacks because of the user information
leakage [162].
Coindash was able to raise $7,500,000 through an ICO (Initial Coin Offering) but had to shut down abruptly. This
was due to a discovery that the company’s Ethereum address was altered to a fake one. The exploitation was
utilized PHP web-shell against its public website. As a result, the Ethers were transferred from investors to an
unknown party [163]. The incident showcases the growing pains experienced by ICOs, which despite raising
massive amounts of funds, still had to navigate the complexities of an early-stage technology. The loss was
estimated at $7M [164].
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A Smart contract coding company Parity reported $30,000,000 worth of Ethers (about 150,000 ethers) stolen by
hacker [165]. The share wallet library, which contain methods to initialize the wallet, was not securely controlled
within the Multi-Sig Wallet DAPP. Attackers were able to reinitialize existing contracts and overwrite the owners
address with a single transaction. By invoking three transactions with utilizing the security bug, attackers could
trivially extract the remainder of the balance from three of the largest wallets [166]. In response to the incident, a
white-hat recovery team utilized the same code used by the hacker and drained all the remaining vulnerable
wallets into one safe location in order to avoid further hacks [167]. This was recorded as the second largest hack
on the Ethereum Blockchain system and the first case of preventing further hacking with the same exploitation
method in cyber security history. Details on this hack and attack will be further discussed below.
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Enigma was the most notable Blockchain project launched by MIT. It was incubated at Media Lab, but lost about
$500,000 worth of Ethers. Enigma’s public website was compromised, and hackers were able to gain possession
of the Slack channel containing mailing lists and administrator accounts. Then the fraudsters sent out fake
information to thousands of users about a token pre-sale in August,2017. Unsuspecting consumers donated Ethers
to defrauding potential investors. Although the Enigma team regained control of the company's accounts, the
Ether wallet used by the hackers was emptied, and the funds were never recovered [168]. This hacking incident is
quite similar to Coindash, which the public access point was breached as described previously. Ironically, after
the hack of Coindash’s website, the co-founder and Chief Product officer of Enigma stated during an ICO
interview with Business Insider that Enigma has a simple solution that can prevent similar situations from
recurring in the future [169].
Another bug found in Parity Wallet remained even after the major heist in July, 2017, and a user accidentally
triggered that bug in a software code. As a result, $275,000,000 worth of Ether was frozen. To restore the funds,
developers pushed subsequent updates, which required all Ethereum users to upgrade their software [170].
Tether allows users to send and receive digital tokens pegged to actual currencies like dollars, euro and yen. The
company announced its treasury wallet was breached, which drained $31,000,000 worth of tokens to a Bitcoin
address of hackers. According to the Tether teams, while the root cause was identified as a system breach, they
were unable to find how the attackers broke into the access point of the system [171].
Slovenian company Nicehash, a market place for trading computer hashing power to mine crypto-currency, lost
$75,000,000 worth of crypto-currency [172]. The hacker was able to infiltrate an internal system through VPN
with one of the company engineer’s credentials. After the VPN login, the hacker transferred the funds to his or her
own account [173]. It is still unknown how the hacker could obtain the credential and how long the hacker
maintained the connectivity to the internal network. However, the active attack timeline was only a couple of
hours [174]. Later, many Nicehash users have expressed a surprise to learn that the company’s Chief Technology
Officer recently served several years in prison for operating and reselling a massive botnet, and for creating and
operating ‘Darkode,” one of the world’s most bustling English-language cybercrime forums [175].
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This South Korea-based crypto-currency exchange, which had been known as Yapizon, experienced another theft,
losing 17% of its crypto-currency from a hot wallet [176]. The loss was estimated at about $15,000,000. Similar
to the first exploitation that occurred in April 2017, a publicly accessible server was breached, and the attacker
was able to access the hot wallet. The company declared bankruptcy shortly after the heist [177].
Blackwallet provides online wallet services to connect Endpoint users with crypto-currency Blockchain as a
“Public Access Point”. Its Domain Name Server was hijacked by an attacker, and all network traffic to the system
was re-routed to malicious on-line wallet in Cloudfare. Once user did login the wallet, the wallet automatically
sent customer balances of 20 Stellar Lumen (XLM) to an address under the hacker’s control. The amount of total
loss was $400,000 in XLM crypto-currency. As a result, the company was out of business after 5 months of its
start [178]. Please note that in August 2017, “1&1”, a host provider of Blackwallet had social engineering attack
that led to a loss of control over classic Ether Wallet’s domain [179].
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$600,000,000 in NEM crypto-currency was stolen from the Japanese crypto-currency exchange, Coincheck [180].
A hot wallet accessible to the external internet was exploited, since its “Endpoint” security was not enforced to
use a cold wallet and 2 factor authentication [181]. By March 18, the NEM Foundation ceased to track the stolen
coins, which accelerated the movements of the currency. According to NHK, experts believe that tracking the
stolen coins became impossible after two months of the incident [182].
This Italy-based crypto-currency exchange, BitGrail, announced that an un-authorized transaction of 17,000,000
in Nano crypto-currency occurred [183]. According to the exchange’s security investigation, the attacker
exploited two vulnerabilities. The first issue involved a user account validation mechanism which was only placed
on client-side browsers as a JavaScript code. The attacker was able to bypass it easily and withdrew more funds
than actual account balances. The second issue involved a server side fund transfer permission bug. The attacker
was able to manipulate the funds withdrawal requests to transfer account balances from customers to the hacker’s
own account. The exchange lost $195,000,000 due to these two significant security flaws [184].
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Bee Token partnered with San Francisco-based financial services platform, WeTrust, to create a decentralized
home-sharing service provider that competed against AirBnB. $1,000,000 worth of Ethers were stolen during its
public ICO in a phishing attack [185]. According to an investigation, the attackers were able to obtain the
personal data and email addresses of Bee Token mailing list participants. Then, the attacker sent out a fraudulent
emails stating that the ICO crowd sale was open to contributions [186].
The India-based crypto-currency exchange lost $3,300,000 worth of crypto-currency (438.318 BTC) [187]. The
private key of the hot storage was compromised and was released online. Since all data log has been removed
from the system, the root cause of the hacking was not identified. CSO of the exchange allegedly claimed that the
theft was due to the cyberattack. However, CEO of the exchange blamed the CSO for the incident, since he was
the only person who managed the private key [188].
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MyEtherWallet

2018. Apr

A

Coinrail

2018. Jun

A

nd

Bithumb (2 )

2018. Jun

(D4) Endpoint Hacking

(D3) DApps Exploit

(D2) Access Point Attack

Date

(D1) Platform Breach

Blockchain System
Organization
(Number if attacked
more than once)

Incident Detail

The online crypto-currency wallet provider, MyEtherWallet, lost $152K (215 ETH) [189] in this cyberattack.
According to the company’s announcement, a few of DNS servers of the exchange were compromised, which
redirected client requests to a phishing site [190].
The South Korea-based crypto-currency exchange lost $42,000,000 (NPXS, ATX, NPER and DENT) in this
cyberattack [191]. The attacker was able to obtain access to hot storage and transfer 30% of the exchange’s total
crypto-currencies in 20 minutes [192]. According to a Korean newspaper, Chosun Daily News, several banks had
identified suspicious transactions at the exchange and stopped providing services to the exchange several months
before the incident. The exchange was closed shortly after the heist [193].

E

The South Korean crypto-currency exchange, Bithumb has suspended all deposits and withdrawals after losing
$30 million worth of crypto-currencies held at hot storage due to a cyberattack [194]. According to Yeonhap
News, phishing emails had been previously sent to Bithumb users earlier that month. The malicious emails were
designed to obtain account information of users who clicked on the URL links provided in the phishing emails
[195].

Table 4. 1 – Major cyberattacks against Blockchain system between 2011 1st quarter and 2018 2nd quarter.
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4.2 Increasing loss due to cyberattacks
According to the U.S. State of Cybercrime survey conducted by the U.S. Secret Service and
CERT at Carnegie Mellon University, the number of security events has been declining in
recent years although their impacts have become more serious. Based on their report, on
average, each company in the U.S. suffered 148 cybersecurity exploitations in 2017, which is
about an 8 percent decrease from the previous year. However, the loss and damage from
cybersecurity crimes rose by 14 percent during the same period [196]. This suggests that
cyberattacks are becoming more targeted, planned and sophisticated, since many
organizations in the U.S. have become well prepared for cyberattacks after years of
experiencing hackings and heists. However, based on data compiled from Table 4.1, the
number of cyberattacks targeting Blockchain systems has remained the same or increased
only a little over the years, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. This analysis indicates that the
security protection of Blockchain systems is inadequate and insufficient compared to the IT
industry as a whole, in terms of cyberattacks.

Figure 4. 1 – Number of public notable heist against Blockchain system in recent years. 2

Table 4.2 below shows, annual financial losses due to cyberattacks on the Blockchain
system. As you can see, the losses have increased tremendously. In particular, notice the
amount of loss has tripled every year from 2015 to 2017. The total financial loss by the
second quarter of 2018 is about 30 times (2,787%) more than the total financial loss in 2011.

2

For 2018, the incidents until 2nd quarter were reflected.

Platform

Access Point

dApps

Total

End User

2011

$1,055,000

$14,760

$0

$630,000

$1,699,760

2012

$385,000

$583,580

$0

$0

$968,580

2013

$105,000

$2,210,807

$0

$7,495,411

$9,811,218

2014

$12,630,000

$454,410,000

$0

$27,800,000

$494,840,000

2015

$0

$2,838,900

$0

$33,329,000

$36,167,900

2016

$74,000,000

$1,848,600

$70,000,000

$0

$145,848,600

2017

$15,600,000

$133,000,000

$305,000,000

$1,770,000

$455,370,000

2018

$796,400,000

$46,852,000

$0

$630,000,000

$1,473,252,000

Table 4. 2 – Public notable loss by cyberattack against Blockchain system. 3

4.3 Cyberattacks in terms of security domain
Table 4.3 shows a total number of cyberattacks in terms of security domains since 2011. As
shown, the access point (D-2) is the most commonly exploited domain. More than half the entire
Blockchain system heists were due to inadequate security in front-end system components, such
as web host servers, Internet-based wallets, and two-factor authentication services. Conversely,
the domain of Distributed Applications (dApps) (D-3) has so far suffered only three
cyberattacks.

3

Platform

Access Point

dApps

End User

2011

2

1

0

2

2012

3

4

0

0

2013

1

8

0

3

2014

5

5

0

3

2015

1

6

0

4

2016

2

7

1

0

2017

2

5

2

3

2018

1

5

0

2

Total

17

41

3

17

For 2018, the incidents until 2nd quarter were reflected.
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Table 4. 3 – Number of cyberattacks against Blockchain system in security domain. 4

However, this does not mean that dApps is the most secure domain in the Blockchain
system. To date, most dApps focus on only smart contracts that run on the Ethereum Blockchain
system, which was launched in 2015. In other words, Ethereum Blockchain systems and smart
contract applications were less exposed to cyberattacks than other Blockchain systems, such as
cryptocurrency and exchange. Nevertheless, the total loss due to cyberattacks in the dApps
domain is estimated at $375 million. This is not a small number compared to other domains. In
addition, as shown in Table 4.4, the average loss in the dApps domain is four times more than
the average of all other security domains in the Blockchain system.

Avg. Loss

Platform

Access Point

dApps

End User

$52,951,471

$15,652,650

$125,000,000

$41,236,730

Total
$33,563,564

Table 4. 4 – Average financial loss per incident against Blockchain system in terms of security domain since 2011.

Figure 4.2, shows the annual loss per security domain as a percentage to view trend
changes in cyberattacks over the years. For instance, in 2015, about 90 percent of the financial
losses from cyberattacks targeting Blockchain systems occurred in the end-user domain. (D-4)
This figure shows that most of the losses and damages caused by cyberattacks in the early days
of the Blockchain system (between 2011 and 2015) are related to the domains of access points
and end users which are still using existing centralized system components. On the other hand, in
recent years (since 2016) the losses in the domains of dApps (D-3) and platforms (D-1) have
increased significantly, which are the areas utilizing new distributed technologies such as
Blockchain protocol and distributed applications.

4

For 2018, the incidents until 2nd quarter were reflected.
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Figure 4. 2 – Contribution to financial loss from each security domain in terms of percentage. 5

In fact, this pattern is considered normal in the field of information security. When a new
technology is introduced, it experiences relatively fewer number of cyberattacks in the
beginning. As more vulnerability information is gathered and more exploitation techniques are
evolved, the technology becomes more vulnerable to cyberattacks. In this sense, the IT security
industry's longstanding belief that the Blockchain system prevents all types of cyberattacks and
that all security incidents in the Blockchain system are caused by human error or by usage of
traditional centralized system components are not accurate.

4.4 Cyberattacks for considerable periods of time
In the jargon of system security, a zero-day attack 6 (also known as 0-day attack) means an attack
targets system vulnerability that has not been patched or migrated [197]. Day Zero is the day on
which detailed information of the vulnerability becomes known to the public and the interested
party (presumably the vendor of the targeted system) learns of the vulnerability. Once the
vulnerability is brought out, the vendor will create patches or advise workarounds to mitigate it
promptly, or within 30 days in most cases [198].
As previously shown in Table 4.1, a fairly large number of different Blockchain systems
have been victimized by the same types of cyberattacks over a short period of time. To visualize
the occurrences of such cyber incidents, Figure 4.3 below shows the 8 most significant incidents
in the graph in Figure 4.2. Also, Table 4.5 below both summarizes and gives details about these
8 cyber incidents. For example, a security incident (a red dotted circle) with a description of
"Malware Spread-out to End Users," is displayed in Figure 4.3 between the fourth quarter of
2014 and the first quarter of 2015 (roughly in the middle of the graph). The details of the cyber
incident can be found in Row 5 of Table 4.5, such as that Cryptsy, BTC-E, BitPay, BitStamp and
LocalBitcoin were victimized by an end-point targeted cyberattack during that period.

5

For 2018, the incidents until 2nd quarter were reflected.
The term “zero-day” refers to a newly discovered software vulnerability. Because the developer has just learned of the flaw, official patch or
update to fix the issue hasn’t been released. The vendor has to work quickly to fix the issue, but may fail to release a patch before hackers manage
to exploit the security hole. That’s known as a zero-day attack [432].
6
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Figure 4. 3 – Types of cyberattacks affected multiple Blockchain systems over short time period.

(D4) Endpoint Hacking

(D3) DApps Exploit

Period(s)

(D2) Access Point Attack

Type of Cyber Attack(s)

(D1) Platform Breach

From Figure 4.3 and Table 4.5, it is particularly notable that a number of Blockchain
systems often remained vulnerable for 3 to 6 months even after the exploitation details were
publicly known. In the IT security industry, it has been customary to suspect that human error
would be the primary cause of most security issues in Blockchain systems. The aforementioned
delay in addressing a security breach suggests difficulty and complexity in remediating the
Blockchain systems to resolve security vulnerabilities in a timely manner.

Blockchain System(s) Affected

Web Host (Linode)
Hacking

2012 Q1

A

Slush Pool, Bitcoinica

Web Host (OVH)
Hacking

2013 Q2

A

Slush Pool, Bitcoin central

DDOS Attack against FrontEnd Web Application

2013 Q4

A

BIPS, Input.io

Transaction Malleability of
Bitcoin Protocol

2014 Q2

Malware Spread-out to
End-Users

SilkRoad2, MT.Gox

P

2014 Q4 ~
2015 Q1

SQL Injection against
Front-End Web Application

2016 Q1

Attack Software Bug in
Smart Contract on Ethereum

2017 Q3 ~
2017 Q4

E

Cryptsy, BTC-E, BitPay, BitStamp,
LocalBitcoin
Bit quick, Coinwallet.co

A

D

Parity Wallet Multi-Sig on Ethereum
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P

(D4) Endpoint Hacking

2017 Q4 ~
2018 Q1

(D3) DApps Exploit

Attack Incompatibility due
to Blockchain Upgrade

(D2) Access Point Attack

Period(s)

(D1) Platform Breach

Type of Cyber Attack(s)

Blockchain System(s) Affected

Black wallet, QuadraCX

Table 4. 5 – Types of cyberattacks affected multiple Blockchain systems over short period.

4.5 Victims of cyberattacks over multiple times
Nowadays, one of the most critical security policies for business continuity is establishing
processes for incident response and security issue remediation in the event of a cyberattack. In
today's banking and finance industries, it is quite rare for an organization's IT system to be
subject to multiple cyberattacks over the years.
Figure 4.4 below illustrates a number of Blockchain systems which experienced multiple
cyberattacks (grey) over the total number of cyberattacks (black plus grey) in a given year. On
average, at least 10 to 20 percent of victims have experienced cyberattacks multiple times, and
the percentage increased to 40 percent in 2017. This suggests that the nonexistence of a central
authority in decentralized system architecture negatively impacts the setup and execution of
business contingencies and system security policies. It can also be interpreted that many
Blockchain systems are simply utilizing the inherent security features of Blockchain technology
to protect the system, rather than implementing additional security protection.
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Figure 4. 4 – Number of Blockchain systems, which experienced multiple Cyberattacks
(grey), over total number of Cyberattacks (black plus grey) in the year. 7

4.6 Fatalities from cyberattacks
Below, Figure 4.5 graphically illustrates the number of Blockchain system organizations that
closed due to cyberattacks. According to the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, 33 percent
of all cryptocurrency exchanges were hacked, and nearly half of the victims were closed between
2009 and 2016 [199]. Moreover, according to crypto asset and Blockchain technology digital
media, “Coin Desk,” 5 out of 12 victims went out of business due to heists in 2017 [200].
By contrast, data from the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse showed that only 67 out of the
6,000 operational U.S. banks that have centralized systems experienced a publicly disclosed data
breach since year of 2010. This is roughly 1 percent of the total number of banks in the U.S.
[201]. This suggests that cyberattacks on the Blockchain system are far more critical to an
organization, and damages are not easily controlled and remedied by the system in the event of a
cyberattack.

Figure 4. 5– Number of close of business organizations due to the cyberattacks (grey)
over total number of Cyberattacks (black plus grey) in the year. 8

4.7 Patterns of the cyberattacks
As shown in Table 4.1, a large number of cyber incidents occurred at the system area of
authentication and identification. More than a half of 78 security incidents were closely related to
either authentication bypass or user’s identification theft, caused by phishing email, malware
spread-out, credential brute-forcing or enumeration.
7
8

For 2018, the incidents until 2nd quarter were reflected.
For 2018, the incidents until 2nd quarter were reflected.
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One of the reasons hackers prefer authentication and identification as their exploitation
target can be found in Table 4.6 below. The table lists the exploitation phases between a
centralized distributed system and a distributed (Blockchain) system in A&P (attack and
penetration) from a testing methodology standpoint. As described, many of the exploitation steps
required to perform a cyberattack on a centralized system are unnecessary for hacking
Blockchain systems.
For example, in the case of an existing centralized system, hackers expend a lot of effort
obtaining knowledge about the target through reconnaissance. This process takes usually weeks
or even months since an organization rarely discloses centralized system information to the
public without a compelling reason, for security purposes. However, as mentioned in Chapter 3,
the decentralized (Blockchain) system must open a significant portion of its system assets to
public access due to its characteristic as open source and also due to its autonomous operation.
Thus, an attacker does not need to conduct reconnaissance. Blockchain system information can
be easily obtained from the Internet (publicly accessible cyberspace). In addition, the complete
anonymity of Blockchain technology allows hackers to penetrate the system without worrying
about identity disclosure and evidence destruction (See Phase 4 and Phase 5 in the table below).
This suggests that the security of the Blockchain system relies heavily on user
identification and authentication, and Blockchain system hacking can be relatively simple if the
hacker can disable or bypass the user validation process.
Exploitation Phase(s)

Centralized System

Blockchain System

Phase 1 - Reconnaissance

Reconnaissance involves gathering
information about target system without
individual’s or company’s knowledge.

No Need. As characteristic of Blockchain,
most of technical and implementation details
are open source and available on-line for
easy access.

Phase 2 – Scanning

Attacker should obtain information about
target user, node, application or system for
success exploitation. Hence, in most case,
attacker should spend lots of effort to find
data related to the victim(s).

No Need. All information is transparently
disclosed on-line. Attacker can simply find
target without much effort. Furthermore, as
characteristic of decentralized system,
attacker can easily join the system as user or
minder (nodes) to be part of the system.

Phase 3 – Gaining Access

Attacker should be able to obtain access to
target application and conduct malicious
activity.

Attacker needs to obtain access to target
application and conduct malicious activity.

Phase 4 – Maintaining Access

Since in most case of cyberattack takes days,
weeks or even months to succeed complete
exploitation, attacker(s) tries to find way to
maintain the access to system such as back
door, hidden service running etc.

No Need. The exploitation against
Blockchain would be simple, fast and quick.
And it does not require multiple steps but
simple transfer fund to one’s own address.
Hence, attacker does not have any reason to
keep one’s access within system for later
usage.
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Exploitation Phase(s)

Phase 5 – Covering Track

Centralized System

Blockchain System

Attacker should cover the tracks related to
the cyberattack to avoid detection or even to
be anonymous.

No Need. The transition record in
Blockchain is irreversible. However, there is
no need for attacker to remove tracks after
exploitation since all of data transition is
anonymous. In other words, system can trace
and monitor of malicious activity, but cannot
find actually who conducted the activity.

Table 4. 6 – Comparison of cyberattack methodology between centralized and decentralized (Blockchain) system [202].

4.8 Identified cyberattacks and security vulnerabilities
Table 4.7 below lists all attacks and vulnerabilities identified from the investigation of 78
cyberattack cases in Table 4.1. The first column, which contains the name of the attack or
security problem, begins with the naming convention AV-N that indicates Attack/Vulnerability
Number N for later use in this paper. The third column represents the attack/vulnerability target
for the Blockchain security system domain set in Chapter 3. The forth column contains the
security risks discovered by Threat Modeling Exercises in Chapter 3. The fifth column describes
the potential for adverse consequences of cyberattacks or system exploitation.
Cyberattack(s) /
Security
Vulnerability(s)

Description

Security
Domain
(D-N)

Security
Risk
(SR-N)

Adverse Consequence(s)

(AV-1) 51% attack

51% attack refers to an attack on a
Blockchain by a group of miners controlling
more than 50% of the network's mining
hash rate, or computing power [203].

D-1

SR-1

• Un-authorized data addition to Block can be
occurred.
• Data content alteration can be occurred.

(AV-2) Transaction
malleability
vulnerability

Transaction malleability vulnerability caused
when the data transaction hash (created by
user’s private & public key pair) was not
properly validated by Blockchain. The
security vulnerability lets an attack change
data transaction ID or hash and makes it
possible for the attacker to pretend that a
transaction associated to someone else [204].

D-1

SR-13,
SR-14,
SR-16

• Data content alteration can be occurred.
• Authorized but incorrect data transaction
can be occurred.
• System resource may be malfunction.

(AV-3) Double
spending attack

Double spending attack means more than one
data transition occurrences prior to proper
update on Blockchain. In case of cryptocurrency Blockchain system, the attack
specially refers as spent twice without
account balance update [205].

D-1

SR-13,
SR-14

• Intended process alteration can be occurred.
• Authorized but incorrect data transaction
can be occurred.
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Cyberattack(s) /
Security
Vulnerability(s)

Description

Security
Domain
(D-N)

Security
Risk
(SR-N)

Adverse Consequence(s)

(AV-4) Timestamp
dependence
vulnerability

Timestamp on Block is generated by miners.
Hence, if Blockchain protocol does not
implement additional timestamp validation,
its critical operation related to Block
timestamp (such as random number
generation based on timestamp) is going to
be vulnerable [206].

D-1

SR-13,
SR-14,
SR-17

• Timestamp of Block can be manipulated.
• System resource may be malfunction.

(AV-5) Sybil attack

A Sybil attack refers assigning several
identifiers to the same node in Blockchain
system environment. This attack is possible if
a hacker can take control of multiple nodes
so that the victim is surrounded by fake
nodes that close up all their transactions.
Finally, the victim becomes open to various
type of attacks with fake data [207].

D-1,
D-3

SR-13,
SR-16,
SR-17

• System resource may be un-available.
• System resource may be malfunction.

(AV-6) DNS attack

A DNS attack refers an exploit in which an
attacker takes advantage of vulnerabilities in
the domain name server [208].

D-2

SR-7,
SR-8

• System resource may be un-available.
• System resource may be malfunction.

(AV-7) In-secure
implementation of
cold/hot storage

When Blockchain system cannot secure the
cold/hot storage enough to prevent
cyberattack, attacker can exploit and
manipulate data (in case of crypto currency
Blockchain, stored fund can be stolen) [209].

D-2

SR-3,
SR-5

• Secured system resource(s) may be turned
into state of vulnerable.
• System resource may be un-available.
• System resource may be malfunction.

(AV-8) SQL
injection attack

A SQL injection attack refers insertion or
injection of a SQL query via the input data
from the client to the application [210].

D-2

SR-3,
SR-5

• Un-authorized data disclosure may be
occurred.
• Un-authorized data alteration may be
occurred.

(AV-9) 3rd party
authentication
bypass attack (multisig or 2nd factor
authentication)

3rd party authentication bypass attack on
Blockchain system refers that an attacker can
gain accessibility of other user(s) by evading
or circumventing a 3rd party authentication
mechanism [211].

D-2,
D-4

SR-11

• System resource may be un-available.
• Un-authorized data transaction can be
occurred.
• Un-authorized data disclosure can be
occurred.

(AV-10) Public &
Private key pair theft
attack

Public & private key pair theft attack has
been major target for years in terms of
Blockchain system hacking. Attacker can
obtain users’ key pair in various ways, such
as system exploit, end-user computer device
hacking, malware, phishing email etc.

D-2,
D-4

SR-7,
SR-8,
SR-9

• Un-authorized data transaction can be
occurred.
• Un-authorized data disclosure can be
occurred.

(AV-11) Reentrancy
vulnerability

With calling external contact feature in Smart
Contract, attacker can take over the control
flow, and make changes to victim’s Smart
Contract data that the calling function wasn't
expecting [212].

D-3

SR-15,
SR-16,
SR-17

• Function(s) may be called repeatedly,
before the first invocation of the function
was finished.
• Different invocations of the function may
triggered in destructive ways.

(AV-12) Crossfunction race
condition
vulnerability

A race condition is the behavior of Smart
Contract where the output is dependent on
the sequence or timing of other
uncontrollable events. It is coding bug when
events do not happen in the order the
programmer intended [213].

D-3

SR-5,
SR-6

• Smart contract(s) may be triggered to
conduct process in un-desired way.
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Cyberattack(s) /
Security
Vulnerability(s)

Description

Security
Domain
(D-N)

Security
Risk
(SR-N)

Adverse Consequence(s)

(AV-13) Distributed
Denial of Service
attack (DDOS)

DDOS on Blockchain system refers that
attacker attempt to disable the system by
consuming all its processing resources with
tremendous amount requests in short period
time. The attacker aims to disconnect mining
pools, e-wallets, or crypto currency
exchanges [214].

D-3

SR-5,
SR-6

• Smart contract may be malfunction.
• Smart contract may not execute due to out
of token consumption limit.

(AV-14) Selfdestruction attack

As nature of Ethereum Blockchain system, an
attacker can craft malicious Smart Contract
with self destructive functionality and send it
to others. The self destructive function can
remove all bytecode from the victim’s Smart
Contract address and sends all ether (ETH) to
the parameter-specified address [215].

D-3

SR-15,
SR-16,
SR-17

• Smart contract may be malfunction.
• Smart contract may be deleted by itself with
deleting bytecode at the target address.

(AV-15) In-secure
implementation of
delegate function

Smart Contract with in-correct usage of
delegate function can leave its function(s)
accessible from public. This vulnerability can
allow attacker’s crafted Smart Contract to
modify ownership of victim’s Smart Contract
[216].

D-3

SR-13,
SR-14

• Token may be lost.
• Un-authorized data transaction can be
occurred.

(AV-16) AJAX
(JSON) Cross-Site
Scripting (XSS)
attack

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) is a technique by
which malicious content is injected in the
form of HTML/JavaScript code. XSS
exploits can be used for triggering various
other attacks like cookie theft, account
hijacking, phishing, and denial of service
[217].

D-4

SR-1,
SR-3,
SR-4

• Valid but un-intended data transaction can
be occurred.

(AV-17) AJAX call
(JSON) hijacking
attack

When end-user browser makes AJAX call (as
“XMLHTTPRequest” object) to server, the
user browser replays cookies for each request
for proof of authenticity. If server does not
implement same origin policy verification,
attacker can trigger the user browser to send
victim’s data to one-self [218].

D-4

SR-1,
SR-3,
SR-4

• Un-authorized data transaction can be
occurred.

(AV-18) Malware
attack

A malware attack is a type of cyberattack in
which malware or malicious software
performs activities on the victim's computer
system, usually without his/her knowledge.
In order to obtain victim’s credential or
private/public key pair, attacker infects end
user personal computing device to malware
[219].

D-4

SR-1,
SR-3

• Un-authorized data transaction can be
occurred.

(AV-19) Session
hijacking attack

Session Hijacking attack consists of the
exploitation of the web session control
mechanism, which is normally managed for a
session token [220].

D-4

SR-1,
SR-3

• Valid but un-intended data transaction can
be occurred.
• Authentication data theft can be theft.
• Sensitive data theft can be occurred.

(AV-20) Malicious
code execution
attack

When an attacker can send malicious code to
victim as form of software and can
successfully trigger victim to execute the
code, victim’s computing device would be
under control of attacker.

D-4

SR-2,
SR-3

• Complete end user computing system
exploitation may be occurred.
• Un-authorized data transaction can be
occurred.
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Cyberattack(s) /
Security
Vulnerability(s)

Description

Security
Domain
(D-N)

Security
Risk
(SR-N)

Adverse Consequence(s)

(AV-21) Phishing
attack

By posing as a legitimate individual or
institution via SNS message or email, an
attacker use social engineering technique to
manipulate victims into performing specific
actions, such as clicking on a malicious link
or attachment or willfully divulging
confidential information [221].

D-4

SR-4,
SR-5,
SR-6

• Data may be altered by malicious attacker.
• Authentication data theft can be theft.
• Un-authorized data disclosure can be
occurred.

(AV-22) BGP
hijacking attack

BGP hijacking is an illicit process of taking
control of a group of IP prefixes assigned to a
potential victim. The attack can be achieved
by changing paths used for forwarding
network traffic, exploiting the weaknesses of
BGP [222].

D-4

SR-7,
SR-8

• Un-authorized data transaction can be
occurred.
• Un-authorized data disclosure can be
occurred.

(AV-23)
Communication
channel hijacking
attack

If a end-user communicates with server via
in-secure channel, attacker can sniff or
eavesdrop the transit data in the middle, such
as man in the middle attack.

D-4

SR-7,
SR-8

• Un-authorized data transaction can be
occurred.
• Authentication data theft can be theft.
• Un-authorized data disclosure can be
occurred.

Table 4. 7 – Identified cyberattacks and security vulnerabilities of Blockchain System from section 4.1 and their
consequences.
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CHAPTER 5 - Causal Analysis of Hacking Incidents
in Blockchain Systems
“Trusted third parties are security holes.”
– Nick Szabo
(inventor of Bit gold, a precursor to Bitcoin)
"The measure of success is not whether you have a tough problem to deal with,
but whether it is the same problem you had last year."
— John Foster Dulles
(Former Secretary of State)

5.1 Causal analysis for security incidents in a Blockchain system
Extensive research and studies on security incidents in Chapter 4 showed that the Blockchain
system contains a significant number of security flaws, unlike what is commonly thought. For
example, a review of collected data in Table 4.1 reveals that many blockchain systems were
victimized by successive hacks using similar methods in a short period of time. The review also
indicates that many Blockchain systems do not properly perform a security remediation process.
However, such a simple analysis alone cannot diagnose the security mechanism of the
Blockchain system and examine the root cause of the accident.
For in-depth analysis, Table 5.1 suggests a seven-step holistic analysis framework for
system security incidents. The framework is designed to achieve two goals: (1) analyzing
security for a non-centralized system and (2) compiling successive hacking cases into one
analysis. Most of the approaches described in the framework are based on CAST (Cause
Analysis using System Theory). Compared to traditional cyber incident analysis, CAST provides
a new approach of managing cybersecurity risks to understand the reasons for the loss and
implement countermeasures to prevent future violations [223]. The approach allows an analyst to
expand beyond a single failure event and analyze a broader sociotechnical system to understand
systematic causal factors for security incidents [224].
Step #

1

Step
Describe intrusion and hazard of the security
incident.

Brief Description(s)
This step describes intrusion of the cyberattack and hazard of the
Blockchain system. Brief description of the exploitation and
heist is included in high level view.
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Step #

Step

Brief Description(s)

2

Identify the system security constraint(s) and
requirement(s).

In order to understand security requirement, this step list out all
safety constraints of Blockchain system.

3

Identify system security structure to avoid
cyberattack.

This step identifies and explains security defense and protection
structure in system perspective. The identification includes not
only system level security, but also code level protection.

4

Summarize the proximate events chain leading to
the accident or incident.

This step lists timeline of all of major events related to the
security incident.

This steps starts analysis exploitation and hacking incident as of
following:

5

Analyze the hacking incident(s) against the
Blockchain system.

a)

System safety controls failures.

b)

System operational failures.

c)

Unhandled external disturbances.

d)

Communication / incident response failure.

6

Identify incident response and remediation process
after cyberattack(s). Discover ineffectiveness and
deficiency in aspect of system security.

This step examines coordination / communication in security
control structure and hierarchy in Blockchain system.

7

Summarize cause of series of hacking incident and
major security weakness of Blockchain system in
security control perspective.

This step summarizes misplacement of security control and key
weaknesses that contributed to the consecutive heists.

Table 5. 1 – Causal analysis steps for series of heists against a Blockchain system [225].

In the remainder of this chapter, I will enumerate the process of applying the causal
analysis framework to two of the most publicly notable Blockchain system cyberattack cases.
Sections 5.2 and 5.3 address three consecutive hacking incidents in the Ethereum Blockchain
system and two consecutive hacking attacks in the Bitfinex Crypto-Currency Exchange
(Bitfinex). In these sections, each cyberattack case will be analyzed in detail by applying Steps 1
through 6 described in Table 5.1. More specifically, in Section 5.2 a series of causal analysis of
three different cyberattacks in the Ethereum Blockchain system will be performed in
chronological order to analyze the difficulties of security modification and the limitations of
defense. On the other hand, in Section 5.3 one causal analysis about two different cyberattacks in
Bitfinex will be conducted to analyze how the former affect the events that occur later. Finally,
as Step 7, Section 5.4 will summarize the misplacement of security controls and weaknesses in
system security, which are the main causes of continuous cybersecurity incidents.
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5.2 Ethereum Blockchain heists
Ethereum is an open-source, Blockchain-based system focused on enabling users to create and
use distributed applications (dApps) known as smart contracts [226]. Essentially, Bitcoin is also
a type of smart contract, but its functionality is limited to handling currency data transactions.
Ethereum, on the other hand, is a decentralized programming platform that creates an operating
environment in which smart contracts can provide a much wider range of data processing and
execution [227]. Just like other applications built on top of Blockchain technology, the smart
contract also runs autonomously without any outside purview or the control of a single authority
[228].
The lifecycle of an Ethereum smart contract can be divided into two stages: development
and execution. During the development phase, developers program smart contracts using the
Solidity programming language with information such as functions, data, and user addresses. In
the execution phase, users will enter into mutual smart contracts without central control using
Ether (ETH), a cryptocurrency designed specifically for Ethereum [229]. When Ethereum first
appeared, many people applauded the technology that enables the promise and fulfillment of
contracts without the need for a centralized control or guarantor, and without the need for
existing contract law systems.
Causal Analysis #1 – “TheDAO” hack
"TheDAO" was the first DAO implementation based on the Ethereum Blockchain system
created by the German company Slock.it [230] and intended to operate as a hub that
dispenses funds to projects, like a crowdfunding vehicle governed by participants' votes
[231].
To briefly describe “TheDAO” from a business perspective, once a “contractor”
(who made a proposal to produce a product or offer a service) submits a funding proposal
to "TheDAO,” the "investors" (who are the nodes of the Ethereum Blockchain system)
will cast votes on the investment proposal. If the proposal collects enough votes,
"TheDAO" transfers the investment funds to the "contractor.” The "contractor" then
starts executing the commitments specified in the proposal, such as service delivery or
product production in the real world [232]. When the "contractor" returns the revenue to
"TheDAO,” "TheDAO" distributes the profit to the investor [233].
Figure 5.1 below illustrates "TheDAO" from a technical point of view. As shown,
"TheDAO" performs five steps to achieve the business goal: investing funds (child DAO
creation), executing the proposal, returning the investment, sharing revenue, and
distributing dividends. In the first step, fund investment, an investor, who obtained a
voting right by purchasing The DAO Token (TDT) with Ether, will cast a vote on the
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proposal for funding. As investors complete the voting, the Ether(s), which are the
amount of TDT used for the vote, will be transferred to a main account called the “DAO
main account.” The voting process will create a child DAO for the investor as a form of
smart contract and the child DAO is chained to all other child DAOs in a continuous
chain all the way up to main DAO [234]. If the investor changes his mind and withdraws
the vote, the child DAO that contains the invested funds (TDT) will be split from the
“DAO main account” and refunded to the investor [235]. In the second step, proposal
execution, all of investment funds will be sent from the “DAO main account” to the
“contractor” [236] once the proposal is approved [237]. In the third step, investment
return, the result of a proposal will pay back the revenue to the “DAO Reward Account”
as an investment return. In the fourth step, revenue sharing, Ethers in the “DAO Reward
Account” will be split from the main DAO for autonomous operation costs and for
investment distribution of the child DAOs in proportion to amount of their original
investment [238]. In the fifth step, dividend distribution, “TheDAO” distributes dividends
to their TDT holders. “TheDAO” will send the total amount that it wants to be distributed
into a “Reward Account” for distribution.

Figure 5. 1 – Normal flux of the fund in “TheDAO” operation . Please note the arrows indicate
system operation with associated actual function invocation(s) in source code, such as “Send ()”,
“SplitDAO ()”, “executeProposal ()”, “retrieveDAOReward ()”, and “getMyReward ()” [239].

In terms of revenue generation, "TheDAO" was not significantly different from
other existing investment models [240]. However, “TheDAO" had received tremendous
interest and expectation from the industry at the planning stage due to the many
advantages of distributed applications (dApps) based on Blockchain technology, such as
transparency of execution, integrity of fulfillment, independency of management, and
autonomous operation [241]. As soon as it began crowdfunding on April 30, 2016, the
record high of $150 million was invested into the project in just 28 days, the largest
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project ever in the history of crowdfunding [242]. At the time commercialization of
Blockchain technology was limited to the implementation of the cryptocurrency system,
and many experts believed the future of Blockchain depended on the success of
"TheDAO,” the first and most notable dApps (distributed applications).
Step #1: Intrusion and hazard
Unknown attackers exploited the security vulnerability in the code of "TheDAO"
dApps, known as a recursive bug. The vulnerability allowed the attacker to transfer
all funds from the “DAO main account” to their own [243]. The hazards in this case
were that Ethereum Blockchain allowed unsafe distributed applications (dApps) to
operate on its system environment and did not adequately address countermeasures in
the event of a cyberattack.
Step #2: Security constraints and requirements [244]
•
•
•

•
•

The Ethereum Blockchain system must allow dApps to execute on the system
environment without any censorship due to the principle of “Code is Law.”
"TheDAO" solidity program must undergo in-depth secure source review with a
trustworthy party in order to minimize the risk of cybersecurity incidents.
"TheDAO" solidity program must remediate all known security issues with
sufficient validation of a fix prior to its deployment to the Ethereum Blockchain
system.
"TheDAO" solidity application development must develop an incident response
plan for any malfunction, incorrect operation or cyberattack.
"TheDAO" solidity application development must be proactive to resolve any
encountered issues upon occurrence of those incidents.

Step #3: System security overview
Like other Blockchain-based systems, Ethereum utilized the inherent security features
of Blockchain technology as the key and only system protection [245]. As shown in
Figure 5.2 below, the node (user) must be authenticated in the Ethereum Blockchain
system before proceeding with a data transaction or running dApp within the system
environment. However, with the exception of the user authentication process, the
Ethereum Blockchain system was structured to fully trust all decisions and executions
made by software (dApp) running on each node without further validation and
verification. Fortunately, but indeed unfortunately, before this "TheDAO" hack, the
Ethereum Blockchain system never experienced major security problems like system
exploitation, software bugs, and so on [246]. Since its launch in 2015, it has been
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operating for about a year without any problems [247].
However, shortly after the successful fundraising of "TheDAO,” a lot of
questions and warnings were raised regarding system security. Especially, computer
science professors Gun Emin Turer and Vlad Zamfir of the Ethereum Foundation
reported several potential security issues in "TheDAO" code to the community. Their
paper, “A Call for a Temporary Moratorium on “TheDAO,” revealed actual multiple
attacks that manipulated "TheDAO" processes which led to a theft of investments
[248].

Figure 5. 2 – Simplified view of data communication among node (user), dApps and Blockchain in
Ethereum Blockchain system [249]. Please note that the authentication request as colored in red is
the only security verification in data transitions among them.

Step #4: Proximate events chain [250]
Step #4 contains key events related to the “TheDAO” hack in chronical order, such as
pre-cautions and warnings by computer security researchers about potential
exploitation, cyberattack preparation and execution phases by malicious users, and
incident response efforts of the Ethereum development community. To help better
understand the cyberattack, Figure 5.3 illustrates 6 phases of “TheDAO” hack (5
preparation procedures plus attack execution) based on Figure 5.1 (Normal flux of the
fund in “TheDAO” operation).
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Figure 5. 3 – The red colored lines and description illustrate preparation and execution of
“TheDAO” hack in high level view. Details of each phase is described in event chain.

•

On May 7, 2016, a “A Call for a Temporary Moratorium on TheDAO" became
available to the public, which exposed multiple potential security issues. The
researchers issued a warning about investing in "TheDAO" before the security
issues were resolved. However, the investments continued to flow in without any
disruption [251].

•

On May 27, 2016, the Slock.it team, who launched "TheDAO" project, posted
their first proposal, “Slock.it UG Proposal #1, DAO Security,” on its blog site.
This proposal included the plan to remediate security issues and acknowledged
the necessity of hiring staff to protect "TheDAO" from attack vectors [252].

•

On June 8, 2016, as shown in Figure 5.3, an attacker executed the first preparation
process for the cyberattack by creating a function proposal, “proposal 59,” as
"contractor", as shown in Figure 5.3 [253].

•

On June 9, 2016, Peter Vessenes posted a blog entitled, “Race to Empty,”
announcing a bug discovery with detailed analysis and realistic world attack
scenarios [254]. At this point the Ethereum developer community became aware
of this issue.

•

On June 10, 2016, a potential security vulnerability called, “Re-Entrance
(recursive) Attack,” was discovered by Christian Reitwiessner, the creator of
solidity [255]. Some of main solidity developers became aware of the issue and
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confirmed that all smart contracts running on the Ethereum Blockchain system
were affected by the security vulnerability.
•

On June 10, 2016, a few hours after Christian’s post, it became known to the
public that the first smart contract “MakerDAO” was vulnerable to the “ReEntrance (recursive) Attack” [256].

•

On June 12, 2016, Eththrowa announced that the same security vulnerability was
discovered within “withdrawRewardFor()” function in theDAO [257]. Stephan
Tual, one of "TheDAO" creators, announced that the "recursive call bug was
identified, but confirmed no theDAO funds at risk" [258].

•

On June 14, 2016, some security fixes were proposed and placed on hold for
review by "TheDAO" development team. After the review, "TheDAO"
development team decided to schedule a patch update in the framework's code in
subsequent time [259].

•

On June 14, 2016, the attacker executed the second preparation process for the
cyberattack, as shown in Figure 5.3. The attacker purchased and deposited
305,000 TDT in a Kraken cryptocurrency exchange [260].

•

On June 14, 2016, the attacker executed the third preparation process for the
cyberattack, as shown in Figure 5.3. The attacker purchased and deposited
306,914 TDT in a Poloniex cryptocurrency exchange [261].

•

On June 14, 2016, the attacker executed the fourth preparation process for the
cyberattack, as shown in Figure 5.3. For the first time, the attacker transferred
TDT to a main account [262].

•

On June 15, 2016, the attacker executed the fifth and final preparation process for
the cyberattack, as shown in Figure 5.3. The attacker voted yes to “proposal 59”
and transferred TDT to the “DAO Main Account” [263] [264].

•

On June 16, 2016, many bloggers began warning investors to stop investing in
"TheDAO" due to the confirmed critical security vulnerabilities. However, despite
the warning about risk, investments continued to increase [265].

•

On June 17, 2016, at 03:34 UTC, the attacker conducted the exploitation and
executed the attack as shown in Figure 5.3 [266]. The attacker called function
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SplitDAO() recursively from a smart contract to transfer others’ funds to his own
account.
•

On June 17, 2016, at 07:10 UTC, the headline, “I think TheDAO is getting
drained right now. Unfortunately, I am on a train to work, so cannot investigate,
but looks like recursive call exploit of some kind,” was posted at “r/Ethereum” on
the social news website Reddit [267].

•

On June 17, 2016, at 07:29 UTC, Vitalik Buterin, the Ethereum founder,
responded to the post on the social news website Reddit, “Is anyone in the process
of splitting from TheDAO right now? It would really help if the person whose split
will finish in 2 hours can contact us” [268].

•

On June 17, 2016, at 10:05 UTC, Slock.it finally confirmed the attack and
announced on its public website that, “TheDAO is being attacked. It has been
going on for 3-4 hours, it is draining ETH at a rapid rate. This is not a drill. We
need to spam the Network so that we can mount a counter attack all the brightest
minds in the Ethereum world are in on this” [269].

•

On June 17, 2016, at 11:00 UTC, the attacker suddenly stopped the attack and
ended the withdrawal of funds from main account after a theft of 3.5M ETH
($50MM) [270].

•

On June 17, 2016, at 11:13 UTC, Ethereum founder Vitalik Buterin announced a
major update plan for "TheDAO" vulnerability. For the first time, he mentioned
the possibility of executing a soft or hard fork as resolution for this situation
[271].

•

On June 18, 2016, the Ethereum developer community made its first attempt to
prevent further attacks by updating the smart contract to split the rest of
"TheDAO" funds before the entire "TheDAO" drained. The attempt required a
certain number of consensus votes from the stakeholders, but new blocks were
added too quickly to generate enough votes to split. As a result, the attempt failed
[272].

•

On June 19, 2016, the Ethereum developer community made a second attempt to
prevent further attacks by creating minor transactions in an endless loop so as to
jam the attacker’s traffic. However, this attempt was not successful either [273].
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•

On June 21, 2016, the Ethereum developer community made a third attempt to
prevent further attacks using the same attack method that was performed by an
attacker. This time it was successful, and they were able to drain all of the rest of
the 6M ETH into a “ChildDAO” called “WhiteHatDAO” [274].

•

On June 22, 2016, the attacker then performed another preparation process to
target the “WhiteHatDAO” in the same way. The attacker voted “yes” and
transferred TDT to the main account of the “WhiteHatDAO” for another recursive
split DAO attack. However, the attacker had to wait 24 days to execute the attack,
since the whole voting process for the “WhiteHatDAO” would take 24 days for
completion. Hence, the Ethereum developer community was able to obtain a
window of 24 days to recover the damage and restore the system state [275].

•

On July 20, 2016, the Ethereum developer community successfully completed the
hard fork and this "TheDAO" security incident was finally closed [276].

Step #5: Analyzing the hacking incident
The attacker was able to successfully hack using two bugs found in the “splitDAO”
function in the "TheDAO" smart contract. The first exploit was based on a “Re-entry”
bug that allows calling the “splitDAO” function recursively through a code insertion
attack. The second exploit was based on a “Race-to-Empty” bug that allows updating
the account balance of a victim’s smart contract after the “withdraw” function call by
code insertion.
About one week prior to the occurrence of the attack, Peter Vessenes, one of
the Ethereum developer community members, posted a potential security issue
identified as “Race-to-Empty” on his blog. He discovered the security vulnerability
from theDAO smart contract source code, and he provided detailed analysis and
proposed solutions in the post. The root cause of the security issue was involved in
the “splitDAO” function in "TheDAO" smart contract, and this allowed the malicious
attacker to execute the function recursively on other user’s contracts to drain the
funds [277]. Unfortunately, due to the nature of the Ethereum Blockchain system,
function(s) of smart contracts can be triggered and executed by external request. The
introduction of the “Race-to-Empty” issue demonstrated how the default operation
rule of Ethereum, which is “one contract can trigger other contracts’ code,” can be
abused and turned into a malicious attack [278].
Below, Code 5.2 is the simplified implementation from "TheDAO" source
code. The “splitDAO” function lets token holders place their funds for a particular
_proposalID [279]. It calculates the amount of funds to move for this particular caller
and then calls the “createTokenProxy” function to move the fund.
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function splitDAO (uint _proposalID, address _newCurator) noEther onlyTokenholders returns (bool _success)
{
.... [snip]
uint fundsToBeMoved = (balances[msg.sender] * p.splitData[0].splitBalance) /
p.splitData[0].totalSupply;
if (p.splitData[0].newDAO.createTokenProxy.value(fundsToBeMoved)(msg.sender) == false)
throw;
.... [snip]
Transfer (msg.sender, 0, balances[msg.sender]);
withdrawRewardFor (msg.sender);
totalSupply -= balances[msg.sender];
balances [msg.sender] = 0;
paidOut [msg.sender] = 0;
return true;

//
//
//
//
//

LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE

1
2
3
4
5

}

Code 5.1 – SplitDAO function.

The security issue starts from “Line 2” which is calling
“withdrawRewardFor” function as illustrated in Code 5.2. After the function call, the
values of “totalSupply” at Line 3, “balances” at Line 4 and “paidOut” at Line 5 are
all updated, which will result in withdrawal of the funds [280].
As shown in code snippet 5.2 below, the "withdrawRewardFor" function is a
feature of "TheDAO" smart contract that allows the user to request the investment
withdrawal from the total fund, which is called a “split.” The problem is that the
"withdrawRewardFor" function allows setting the address for the destination of the
split funds by external function call. Moreover, the “withdrawRewardFor” function is
allowed to be called recursively in all subsequent recipient’s "TheDAO" contract (so
called child DAO). Therefore, if a malicious user calls the “splitDAO” function
recursively with setting _account address to his own address, then all of subsequent
“TheDAO” investment funds will be transferred to the attacker’s account [281].
function withdrawRewardFor(address _account) noEther internal returns (bool _success) {
.... [snip]
if (!rewardAccount.payOut(_account, reward))
throw;
paidOut[_account] += reward;
return true;
}

Code 5.2 – withdrawRewardFor function.

Figure 5.4 below shows an overview of how the attacker drained all funds
from "TheDAO" smart contracts. For the preparation step, the attacker created a child
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smart contract (child DAO) and transferred funds (DTD) to "TheDAO.” Then the
attacker called the “splitDAO” function recursively in all subsequent contracts and
transferred funds to the attacker’s address [282]. With this attack method, an attacker
could simply and quickly transfer all of "TheDAO" funds to his address.

Figure 5. 4 – The simplified view of re-entry attack targeted to “TheDAO” [283].

Step #6: Response to the exploitation and remediation process
Subsequently, in response to the cyberattack, the Ethereum development community
held an election for Ether holders to vote on the following 3 options [284] [285]:
Option #1: Nothing - Ethereum Blockchain system runs as is. Nothing would be
changed or modified. The attacker will keep the $50MM worth of Ether.
Option #2: Soft fork - The soft fork will rewrite the previous data in Blockchain
utilizing its well-known security flaw called “51% attack” (which will be covered
in Chapter 6 in detail). When a new tree of blocks spans with 51% of all nodes in
agreement, the Blockchain will adapt the new tree span instead of others, as
shown in Figure 5.5 below. However, the soft fork plan will result in the complete
loss of the stolen Ethers since all the blocks which contained the transaction
records will vanish.
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Figure 5. 5 - After the soft fork (core upgrade), version 1 Blockchain (version 1) will
accept the new Block (version 2), but will not accept old Block (version 1). Eventually the
old Blocks will die out since version 1 block will not be mined any longer.

Option #3: Hard fork - The hard fork will split the path and create two different
versions of a Blockchain. One version will have a new software protocol, but the
other version will remain the same software as previously. For those remaining as
is, Blockchain will roll back transactions that siphoned off the stolen Ethers by
invalidating transactions confirmed by nodes. Users who did not experience
"TheDAO" hack should update to the new software protocol, otherwise all of their
transactions during "TheDAO" hack will be invalidated. The hard fork will allow
for all victims of "TheDAO" hack to get their funds back.

Figure 5. 6 - Blockchain A will not accept Blockchain B’s Block, and vice versa, so
hard fork is not backwards compatible. Unlike a soft fork, the old Blockchain A does
not die out and continue existing and working. The chain splits into two separate
chains, that share the same transaction history as before the split.

The initial decision was to use the soft fork option. However, the plan was changed to
the hard fork option just before its application since several security researchers found
potential threats of DoS (Denial of Service) attacks in the soft fork plan [286]. As a
result, two Ethereum Blockchain systems (Ethereum and Ethereum classic) have been
isolated and coexist to the current time.
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Causal Analysis #2 – first Parity Wallet Hack
The Blockchain system authenticates a user based on providing a public and private key
pair. If a user supplies a private key corresponding to a given blockchain address, the user
can change data in the address. The problem here is that while the Blockchain system
relies heavily on system security for key pair authentication, it is a single point of failure
since nothing else protects the system. Also, the irreversibility of Blockchain makes it
impossible to recover after a cyber incident occurs. As described in Chapters 3 and 4
previously, key pair authentication of the system was the primary goal of the hacker, and
cyberattacks such as identity theft or authentication bypass resulted in breaching of the
system.
In order to keep the key safe from theft (especially for cryptocurrency), an
application called a wallet was devised. The wallet stores each public and private key pair
used for data transactions in Blockchain. The key pair either receives or transfers Bitcoin
or Ether in the cryptocurrency Blockchain system. However, the wallet application was
not able to make significant improvements in terms of system security. The wallet
application still remained a single point of security failure in the system architecture, and
the installed wallet file on a PC or workstation could be stolen by hacking, malware or
even an offline situation.
In 2012, Bitgo introduced Multi-Sig technology to address single-point error
issues. With Multi-Sig, the Blockchain system can implement a more secure
authentication process that requires one or more signatures. This technology is based on a
new type of address called "Pay to Script Hash" (P2SH). Functions supported by P2SH
addresses convert an existing single signature (private key) into multiple signatures, and
the signatures are distributed and stored to multiple parties, such as mobile devices or
third-party online servers. To perform a data transaction, a user should use a subset of
keys (i.e., 2 out of 3 private keys) from multiple parties (servers or devices). Hence, the
Multi-Sig allows Blockchain systems to retain secure data transactions (such as Bitcoin
or Ether transfer) even if one of the private keys is stolen [287]. After the infamous MT
Gox security incident, the adoption of Multi-Sig authentication has been set up as a new
security requirement in the Blockchain industry. Parity Technology, founded by
Ethereum co-founder Gavin Wood, launched Multi-Sig for the Ethereum Blockchain
system in early 2017, which was considered one of the most trusted cryptocurrency
wallets in the market before the heist [288].
Step #1: Intrusion and hazard
As unknown attacker exploited an unsecured implementation of the Parity 1.5
Client’s Multi-Sig wallet running on the Ethereum Blockchain system. Through the
exploitation, the attacker was able to obtain ownership of a victim’s Ethereum wallet.
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Three Ethereum ICO projects were victimized by the heist and lost 153,037 Ethers
estimated at about $30 million.
The hazard was that the unsecured dApps runs on Ethereum Blockchain
without sufficient security review and verification. The first Parity Wallet Hack was
caused by not only exploitation of a security bug in program, but also by the limited
of safety control and risk assurance of the Blockchain system.
Step #2: Safety constraints and requirement
•
•

•

•
•

The Ethereum Blockchain system must allow dApps to execute on the system
environment without any censorship due to the principle of “Code is Law.”
The Parity Multi-Sig Wallet solidity program must undergo in-depth secure
source review with a trustworthy party to minimize the risk of cybersecurity
incidents.
The Parity Multi-Sig Wallet solidity program must remediate all known security
issues with sufficient validation of the fix prior to deployment to the Ethereum
Blockchain system.
The Parity Multi-Sig Wallet solidity application development must develop an
incident response plan for malfunctions, incorrect operations or cyberattacks.
The Parity Multi-Sig Wallet solidity application development must be proactive to
resolve any encountered issues as soon as they occur.

Step #3: System security structure overview
Adding multi-signature (Multi-Sig) authentication in terms of system security was a
sure way of solving a single failure point and ensuring a high level of security [289].
The problem, however, was that the Multi-Sig solution requires more ETHER (ETH)
consumption. When a smart contract is deployed and executed, the Ethereum
Blockchain system charges a small amount of ETH, known as “gas.” Gas refers to the
pricing value required to successfully conduct a transaction or execute a contract on
the Ethereum Blockchain platform [290].
With Multi-Sig, a smart contract must call for the Multi-Sig function(s) to
protect the data transfer whenever the features or methods of the smart contract
interact with other smart contracts. As a result, Multi-Sig implementation is more
secure but expensive to run for smart contracts. For these additional costs, 97 percent
of the smart contracts running on the Ethereum Blockchain system as of November
2014 did not adopt Multi-Sig authentication and only needed single-key
authentication due to cost reasons [291].
The Parity Technology resolved the cost issue by utilizing shared libraries
[255]. The Parity Technology split the Multi-Sig Wallet into two contracts: (1) the
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“WalletLibrary” contract that contains Multi-Sig functionalities in the library; and (2)
the Wallet contract that calls functions in the library into use. In this case, if a smart
contract imports the Multi-Sig functionality from a publicly accessible pre-deployed
“WalletLibrary,” no additional gas is needed for subsequent usage of the Multi-Sig
authentication functionality [292].
contract WalletLibrary {
address owner;
// called by constructor
function initWallet(address[] _owners, uint _required, uint _daylimit) {
initDaylimit(_daylimit);
initMultiowned(_owners, _required);
.... [snip]
}
function changeOwner(address _new_owner) external {
if (msg.sender == owner) {
owner = _new_owner;
}
.... [snip]
}
function () payable {
if (msg.value > 0)
Deposit(msg.sender, msg.value);
else if (msg.data.length > 0)
_walletLibrary.delegatecall(msg.data);
.... [snip]
}
function withdraw(uint amount) external returns (bool success) {
if (msg.sender == owner) {
return owner.send(amount);
} else {
return false;
}
}
}

Code 5.3 – Simplified WalletLibrary.sol

Above, Code 5.4 shows the “WalletLibrary” and “Library” contract [293].
The library provides a constructor with preset owner and common functionalities to
initialize wallet objects and to modify information in the wallet. When performing
important functions such as changing the owner, payment and withdrawal, the library
can enforce strict authentication for a smart contract.
In Code 5.4 below, please note the heavy usage of “delegatecall” functions in
the Wallet contract. The “delegatecall” function is designed to enable the use of
corresponding functions called “forwarding of contracts,” in the shared library of the
“WalletLibrary” contract. This design is the most important factor that allows the
Parity Multi-Sig Wallet to minimize gas consumption through multi-signature
authentication on the Ethereum platform. [294]. With the workaround, a developer
was able to reduce the transaction cost (gas) by up to 95 percent [295].
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contract Wallet {
address constant _walletLibrary;
address owner;
.... [snip]
function Wallet(address _owner) {
_walletLibrary = 0xa657491c1e7f16adb39b9b60e87bbb8d93988bc3;
_walletLibrary.delegatecall(bytes4(sha3("initWallet(address)")), _owner);
}
function withdraw(uint amount) returns (bool success) {
return _walletLibrary.delegatecall(bytes4(sha3("withdraw(uint)")), amount);
}
function () payable {
if (msg.value > 0)
Deposit(msg.sender, msg.value);
else if (msg.data.length > 0)
_walletLibrary.delegatecall(msg.data);
}
.... [snip]
}

Code 5.4 – Simplified Wallet.sol.

Step #4: Proximate chain of events
•

On July 18, 2017, at 22:33 UTC, the attacker conducted the first exploitation
against Edgeless Casino’s Parity Multi-Sig Wallet and transferred 26,793 ETH to
the attacker’s wallet [296].

•

On July 19, 2017, at 12:29 UTC, the attacker conducted the second exploitation
against the Parity Multi-Sig Wallet of both Swarm City and Aeternity and
transferred 44,055 ETH [297] and 82,189 ETH [298] to the attacker’s wallet
[299].

•

On July 19, 2017, at 17:53 UTC, Gavin Wood, founder of Parity Technology,
announced a critical security alert on the Gitter channel, including the loss of
150,000 ETH (about $30MM worth at the time) [300]. In the announcement,
Parity Technology claimed that this exploitation only affected Parity Multi-Sig
Wallet version 1.5 or above, and that the exploitation could be sufficiently
remediated by patch. However, the Ethereum developer community confirmed
that the patch plan could not stop the attack, and then started a special task force
called the White Hat Group (WHG) to begin analysis of the cyberattack to try to
stop the heist [301].
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•

On July 19, 2017, at 18:34 UTC, The WHG concluded that the cyberattack could
be resumed at any time and that there was not enough time to address the security
issue. Hence, to protect the remaining ETHs that had not yet been hacked, WHG
moved all the ETHs in remaining Parity wallets (about $60MM worth at the time)
to its wallet in the same way that the attacker had done [302]. Then, the WHG
announced to all Parity Multi-Sig users: “If you hold a Multi-Sig contract that was
drained, please be patient. We will be creating another Multi-Sig for you that has
the same settings as your old Multi-Sig but with the vulnerability removed and we
will return your funds to you there” [303].

•

On July 20, 2017, The Parity Technology finally pushed the code patch for
remediation of the exploit to Github [304].

•

On July 20, 2017, the attacker realized that further theft was not possible and then
began to move the stolen ETH to his or her wallets by a quantity of 10,000 ETHs
[305].

•

On July 24, 2017, the WHG conducted the process of repatriating the seized
Ethers to affected users. However, the stolen $30 million ETH was determined to
be irreparable [306].

Step #5: Analyzing the hacking incident
The attackers combined the two security issues for this successful exploitation. The
first issue was related to a delegate function call within the “payable” function of the
Wallet contract, as illustrated in Code 5.5 below. The “payable” function performs
the transfer of Ether(s) in the transaction (msg) at lines 1 and 2. However, if the
transaction does not contain any Ether but only data in the message payload at line 3,
the Wallet contract forwards the function call to the “WalletLibrary” contract at line 4
[307]. Since all functions in the “WalletLibrary” needs to be called from the contract,
they all need to be public. Hence, by utilizing the first issue, any smart contract
interacting with the Wallet contract is able to call functions in the “WalletLibrary.”
contract Wallet {
.... [snip]
function () payable {
if (msg.value > 0)
Deposit(msg.sender, msg.value);
else if (msg.data.length > 0)
_walletLibrary.delegatecall(msg.data);
}

//
//
//
//

LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE

1
2
3
4

.... [snip]
}
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Code 5.5 – Simplified Wallet.sol which was actually abused for the exploitation.

The second issue was related to the “initWallet” function of “WalletLibrary”
contract. As seen in Code 5.6 below, the “initWallet” function sets the owner of the
Wallet contract. The “initWallet” function is a constructor that is called upon only
once at its creation. However, if the “initWallet” function is called by other smart
contract interacting with the Wallet contract, the original owner can be modified.
Hence, by utilizing the second issue, the Wallet contract can be under control of
another user.
contract WalletLibrary {
.... [snip]
// called by constructor
function initWallet(address[] _owners, uint _required, uint _daylimit) {
initDaylimit(_daylimit);
initMultiowned(_owners, _required);
.... [snip]

// LINE 5
// LINE 6
// LINE 7

}
.... [snip]
}

Code 5.6 – Simplified WalletLibrary.sol which was actually abused for the exploitation.

The attack itself consisted of two consecutive data transactions. The first data
transaction calls up the “initWallet” function in the “WalletLibrary” contract and
changes the owner of the contract to the attacker [308]. Then the second data
transaction calls a fund transfer function to move Ethers to the attacker’s address
[309]. Clearly, the previous functionality within the Wallet contract is coded to
identify the owner before execution. However, the attacker already changed the
owner information and set himself or herself as the owner of the contract.
Consequently, by combining the two issues, the attacker was able to call all public
functions from the library and transfer all funds to his or her own address.
Step #6: Response to the exploitation and the remediation process
Due to the nature of decentralized systems, the Ethereum Blockchain system cannot
have an organizational hierarchy to respond to cyberattacks already occurring. If such
a cyberattack occurs in a centralized system, the system operator or administrator
could respond quickly to minimize system damage in several ways, such as
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terminating a user session, intervening in the application process, or even shutting
down the system.
Fortunately, right after the security incident occurred, some members of the
Ethereum Development community volunteered to form an incident response team,
later called the White Hack Group (WHG). The team quickly analyzed the security
vulnerabilities and then transferred all funds from the remaining vulnerable wallets to
their own wallet, the same way the attacker had, to stop the cyberattack. The WHG
held the transferred funds safely until Parity Technology pushed the remediation of
the security issue to Github [310].
The saved funds were returned to each user at a later date, but ultimately the
stolen funds could not be recovered. In the case of the “TheDAO” hack, the attacker
was forced to wait for 34 days to transfer the stolen funds to his or her own account
due to the proposal maturity period requirement. The latency brought the same
system security effect as a system operation halt of a centralized system to the
Ethereum Blockchain system. Hence, Ethereum developers were able to obtain
enough time to safely lock down funds and to execute the fork (hard fork in this case)
to restore the Blockchain to its pre-cyberattack state.
However, in the case of the first Parity Wallet hack, it was difficult to consider
any type of fork execution because a huge number of active smart contracts were still
using Parity wallets in the system environment and because no one could predict the
side effects to the Ethereum system. In other words, despite massive stolen funds, the
Ethereum developer community determined to not execute any type of fork since it
was not realistic to restore the lost funds by exposing the system to additional risks. In
conclusion, there was no return of lost funds, and funds were permanently lost [311].
Causal Analysis #3 – second Parity Wallet Hack
According to known facts, this cyber incident was not a case of an intruder hacking or
exploiting the system. Nonetheless, this incident is reviewed in this series of analysis
because the second Parity Wallet Hack shows how dangerous it is to run dApps on a
Blockchain system which cannot have any type of authoritative entity that handles
security controls and enforces compliance with security rules and regulations. As the
nature of a distributed system, the Ethereum Blockchain system should have relied on the
developer (Parity Technology) entirely for the remediation of the discovered security
vulnerability (the first Parity Wallet hacking).
Step #1: System and hazard
The developer of Newbie solidity (the programming language used to create smart
contract on the Ethereum system environment) developer, known as “devops199,”
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unintentionally caused huge damage to the system by accidently triggering a yetunknown vulnerability from the Parity 1.5 Client’s Multi-Sig wallet. As a result,
“devops199” destroyed all smart contracts using the Parity Multi-Sig Wallet and had
$280 million worth of damage to the Ethereum Blockchain system. The primary
hazard is that Ethereum allows execution of any smart contract within the system
environment without system security operation hierarchy, such as security issue
monitoring, security issue remediation and verification of security issue remediation.
Step #2: Security constraints and requirement
•
•
•

•
•

The Ethereum Blockchain system must allow dApps to execute in the system
environment without any censorship due to the principle of “Code is Law.”
Parity Multi-Sig Wallet solidity program must undergo in-depth secure source
review with a trustworthy party to minimize the risk of cybersecurity incidents.
The Parity Multi-Sig Wallet solidity program must remediate all known security
issues with sufficient validation of the fix prior to deployment to the Ethereum
Blockchain system.
The Parity Multi-Sig Wallet solidity application development must create an
incident response plan for malfunctions, incorrect operations or cyberattacks.
The Parity Multi-Sig Wallet solidity application development must be proactive to
resolve any encountered issue as soon as they occur.

Step #3: Security structure overview
Upon the occurrence of the first Parity Wallet Hack which was about 6 months prior
to this incident, Parity Technology, who developed the Parity Wallet, promptly
responded with a patch addressing the security vulnerability. The patch was
implemented to remediate mainly two different locations in the “WalletLibrary”
contract [312]. As shown in Code 5.7 below, one remediation was to set a limit on the
ability to call the "initWallet" library function only for a wallet which was not
initialized. This remediation prevents an attacker from resetting the wallet’s critical
primitive information such as the wallet address.

Code 5.7 – The code change can be seen in view of Github. Parity Wallet limits public accessibility of
the “initWallet” function in “WalletLibrary”.
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The other remediation was to add a “modifier” attribute. The “modifier” will
make sure certain conditions are met before the rest of the code in the contract can be
executed. As seen in Code 5.8, the “modifier” attribute was added to the source code
of the Parity Wallet and the value of the variable “m_numOwners” will be checked as
a security logic condition during smart contract execution. For instance, if the smart
contract has not already initialized, then the value of “m_numOwners” is less than 0
and rest of the code in the smart contract are allowed to be called and executed. If not,
then the value of “m_numOwners” is greater than 0 and code execution is stopped
immediately at that point [313].

Code 5.8 - The code change can be seen in view of Github. Parity Wallet can now prevent previous
exploitation by calling function “only_uninitialized” .

Step #4: Proximate chain of events [314] [315]
•

On July 20, 2017, the day after the first hack, the “WalletLibrary” smart contract
code was deployed with a security bug fix by Parity Technology.

•

On August 3, 2017, a user named "3esmit" posted critical security vulnerability in
the modified code showing that the “initWallet” function could be called even
prior to “WalletLibrary” initiation. However, Parity Technology did not respond
to the post and did not make any code fix to remediate the issue either [316].

•

On Nov 6, 2017, at 14:33 UTC, a user “devops199” attempted to initialize the
actual “WalletLibrary” by calling “initWallet” from his or her smart contract as an
experiment (as he or she later explained). The correct usage of the
“WalletLibrary” is that a smart contract instantiates “WalletLibrary” first and then
invokes the necessary functions in the Parity Wallet to authenticate any data
transitions performed within the smart contract. Due to the code flaw posted by
user “3esmit” about 3 months ago, the initialization attempt was allowed and
made the smart contract the actual owner of the "WalletLibrary" [317].

•

On Nov 6, 2017, at 15:25 UTC, user “devops199” sent a "kill" function call to the
"WalletLibrary.” Since the user “devops199” was the owner of the actual
"WalletLibrary,” the request was executed and caused the self-destruction of the
"WalletLibrary" [318]. As a result of the once unintended mistake of the function
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call, all smart contracts using Parity Wallet could no longer use their wallets. In
other words, all funds in Parity Wallet had been frozen and nobody was
accessible.
•

On Nov 6, 2017, at 15:54 UTC, user “devops199” realized the “kill” function call
caused serious consequence and posted an issue (#6995) on Github – “anyone can
kill your contract?” [319].

•

On Nov 6, 2017, at 16:33 UTC, user “devops199” posted the same issue in the
parity Gitter channel with a question, “is this serious issue?”

•

On Nov 6, 2017, at 19:51 UTC, Parity Technologies became aware of the
criticality of the issue and released a warning on Twitter, “we are investigating”
[320].

•

On November 15, 2017, Parity Technologies released the “postmortem” that
513K Ether (about $245 million) had been frozen due to security problems in its
code and promising to do its best to return lost funds to its customers in the near
future [321].

Step #5: Analyzing the hacking incident [322]
As explained in the causal analysis of the first Parity Wallet Hack, a fixed code was
distributed on July 20, 2017, right after the incident. The fixed code did not allow for
the modifying of the owner of a Wallet contract any longer. However, despite the
prompt remediation, there were still more serious security issues in the code because
the “WalletLibrary” itself could be initialized into an actual smart contract instance
rather than just remaining in the library. In the case of Parity Wallet Multi-Sig, where
all smart contracts refer to a single address in the "WalletLibrary" and cost savings
can be achieved by the public functionality of the "WalletLibrary,” the presence of
this single point of failure had catastrophic results [323].

Code 5.9 – “Wallet” contract imports “WalletLibrary” as variable _walletLibrary from single address [324].

In the end, the inexperienced Ethereum developer “devops199” mistakenly
instantiated “WalletLibrary” as an actual smart contract and took ownership of it by
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calling the “initWallet” function. Then, the user accidentally destroyed the
instantiated “WalletLibrary” by calling the “kill” method. As a result, Parity MultiSig Wallets of 587 smart contracts lost functionality and the wallet's 513,774 ETH
were frozen [325].
At the time of the patch update to remediate the first Parity Wallet Hack,
Parity Technology claimed that code changes were verified and reviewed. However,
it was later confirmed that the code changes were completed within one day. In the
context of a typical security remediation process, it is very rare to complete the entire
security fix in one day, such as causal analysis, patch development, code validation
and deployment. After the incident, Parity Technology stated the code was only
reviewed by the its internal developer but never audited by any independent third
party who is specialized in secure solidity programming [326].
In addition, a user named "3esmit" posted the vulnerability to the public forum
and warned of the potential security issue before the incident occurred. However, due
to the nature of the decentralized system, no one is responsible for system security
monitoring or updates so the post was simply ignored. According to the code change
history record in the Github source code repository, neither the Parity Technology
developer nor the Ethereum developer community had made any code change at all
since the first Parity Wallet hack was patched.
Step #6: Response to the exploitation and the remediation process
In May 2018, "Ethereum Improvement Proposal 999 (EIP-999)" was proposed. The
proposal included a code fix and hard fork planning [327]. However, as soon as this
proposal was announced, many Ethereum developers in the community had a heated
debate as to whether constantly implementing a hard fork on the system was the right
thing to do. Many community members believed that a hard fork violates the “Code is
Law” principle, which is one of the most important values of Ethereum: “No one has
the right to censor the execution of code on the ETC Blockchain” [328]. They
claimed that it is not ideal to perform the fork solution to return the lost funds from
cyberattacks every time, and that another fork into two different Blockchains would
fracture the network and the community. A vote was implemented in July 2018, with
39.4 percent agreeing to change, but 55 percent voted against it [329]. The proposal
remained controversial for more than 6 months after the incident when this analysis
was under way.

5.3 Bitfinex cryptocurrency exchange heists
Bitfinex (Bitfinex) is a cryptocurrency trading platform that started in Hong Kong in 2012 [330].
By early 2010, cryptocurrency transactions were settled off-Blockchain and were still managed
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by a central database. Bitfinex was the first cryptocurrency exchange to offer on-Blockchain
transactions, which made cryptocurrency trade more transparent so that users could check their
segregated wallet in real-time [331]. With such an innovative system implementation change for
Blockchain, Bitfinex became one of the most popular global cryptocurrency exchanges in a very
short period of time.
From 2015 to 2016, Bitfinex suffered two cyberattacks. The first exploitation occurred in
May 2015, when 1,500 BTC were stolen from its hot storage. The second exploitation occurred
in August 2016, when roughly 120,000 BTC, which was worth $72MM at the time, were again
stolen from its hot storage. The loss was recorded as the second largest heist in the history of
Blockchain system hacking, with $20 million more than “TheDAO” hack [332].
Step #1: Intrusion and hazard
An unknown attacker circumvented Bitfinex’s multi-signature authentication provided by
a third-party company, Bitgo. In this exploitation, the attacker was able to remove the
guard from Bitgo’s authentication mechanism and transfer funds from the hot storage of
Bitfinex to the attacker’s own address.
There were two hazards in this incident. First, when making system components
and configuration changes for regulation compliance, Bitfinex did not securely realign
system components, making the system vulnerable to cyberattack. Second, due to the
heavy reliance on a third-party (Bitgo) security solution, Bitfinex was not able to respond
promptly and react properly to this cyber incident.
Step #2: Security constraints and requirement [333]
•
•
•
•

Bitgo’s segregated Multi-Sig implementation in Bitfinex must enforce security policy
before co-signing any user transaction.
Bitgo’s segregated Multi-Sig implementation in Bitfinex must protect unauthorized
funds transfer requests to the cryptocurrency Blockchain system.
Bitgo’s segregated Multi-Sig implementation in Bitfinex must coordinate with Bitgo
and multiple owners to mitigate the risk of stolen private keys.
Bitfinex and Bitgo must communicate and interact with each other to minimize the
security risk.

Step #3: System security structure overview
In May 2015, Bitfinex lost approximately 1,500 BTC (bitcoin) from customers’ hot
wallets due to cyberattack. Since then, Bitfinex has not disclosed technical details, but the
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cause is known to be the usage of unsecured hot and cold proprietary wallets [334]. After
the cyber incident, Bitfinex decided to implement an additional layer of security system
components with BitGo, which provides a multi-signature wallet solution to prevent
cyberattacks.

Figure 5. 7 – BitGo generates private key and breaks the private key into 3 pieces. 1st piece is
stored in Bitfinex, and 2nd piece is stored at Bitgo, and 3rd piece is stored at offline storage [335].

Typically, in a Blockchain system a user is identified based on two strong
cryptographic strings: one is a “public key” and the other is a “private key.” The private
key is used for authentication and authorization to make a transition, while the public key
is used for retrieving transition information. The end user must handle the private key
securely, otherwise risk losing ownership of the associated assets in a cryptocurrency
Blockchain system.
As illustrated in Figure 5.7 above, unlike private and public key authentication,
BitGo’s Multi-Sig authentication breaks the private key into three pieces and stores each
in different locations [336]. As part of implementation of BitGo’s safety control, Bitfinex
holds one key in the user’s hot wallet and stores the other key in an offline cold wallet.
Then, BitGo holds the third key as a means of verifying the user’s authorization as well
as enforcing spending limits. As illustrated in Figure 5.8 below, to sign off on a data
transaction, a user should provide 2 out of 3 pieces of the private key. One key is going to
be provided from either the user's offline key storage or from Bitfinex through login. The
other key is going to be provided from BitGo through separate login [337].
About a year later, the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)
conducted an audit on Bitfinex and fined them $75,000 for illegal off-exchange financial
transactions in June 2016 [338]. To resolve the audit findings, Bitfinex had to make
modifications on its conservative cryptocurrency hot and cold storage implementation.
Previously, Bitfinex allowed only a small portion of the current cryptocurrency to remain
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in the hot storage device for security reasons. However, Bitfinex had to move a
significant portion of its cryptocurrency to hot storage for regulatory compliance.

Figure 5. 8 – The BitGo’s Multi-Sig solution requires a user at least 2 out of 3 pieces of private key
to authorize data transaction. In this implementation of Bitfinex and BitGo, to complete data
transaction, a user should provide two pieces of the private key. One key is going to be provided
from either user's offline key storage or from Bitfinex through login. The other key is going to be
provided from BitGo through separate login [339].

Step #4: Proximate chain of events [340]
•

On May 22, 2015, at 05:00 UTC, Bitfinex announced that some hot wallets were
compromised and that their funds were stolen [341].

•

On July 04, 2015, Bitfinex and Bitgo partnered to create the world’s first real-time
proof of reserve Bitcoin Exchange by providing individual wallets with Multi-Sig
authentication for each customer [342].

•

On Sept 18, 2015, the CFTC announced that cryptocurrency is classed as a
commodity in the U.S [343].

•

On June 02, 2016, the CFTC and Bitfinex settled a fine of $75,000 for illegal offexchange financial transactions [344].

•

On August 02, 2016, at 12:18 UTC, a theft took place.

•

On August 02, 2016, at 18:06:28 UTC, Zane Tackett, Director of Community &
Product Development at Bitfinex announced on Reddit.com that they “discovered a
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security breach that requires to halt all trading on Bitfinex, as well as halt all digital
token deposits to and withdrawals from Bitfinex” [345].
•

On August 02, 2016, at 20:40:37 UTC, an anonymous Reddit account known as
“blahbitcoinredditor” posted P2SH usage statistics related to Bitgo’s Multi-Sig
authentication process in Bitgo as proof of the occurrence of a cyberattack. The post
also indicated that the loss could be over 100,000 BTC, which was worth about
$600MM at the time. From that point, the public started to realize that the security
breach was related to either an exploitation or circumvention of Bitgo’s Multi-Sig
authentication [346].

•

On August 06, 2016, at 15:51 UTC, Bitfinex posted an interim update announcing
that customers would end up losing 119,756 BTC, which was about 36.067 percent of
Bitfinex’s entire funds [347].

•

On August 10, 2016, at 14:01 UTC, Bitfinex announced that the security fix was
made successfully on its trading platform and the cryptocurrency trading would
resume [348].

Step #5: Analyzing the hacking incident
Figure 5.9 illustrates how an attacker was able to exploit Bitfinex with bypassing the
third-party Multi-Sig authentication provided by Bitgo. As a first step, an attacker could
break into the Bitfinex trading platform and acquire one piece of a private key for the
victims. Since Bitfinex has not yet disclosed its technical details, the way the hacker(s)
was able to penetrate the system is not yet known. However, due to the strong security
authentication of the Multi-Sig, possessing only one piece of the private keys was not
sufficient to obtain BitGo's sign off to commit the data transaction. Although Bitfinex has
not disclosed the exact details, the attacker was able to gain access to the source code of
Bitfinex somehow and obtain the information for invoking a remote call directly to
BitGo’s authentication server to sign off on any transaction requests.
Bitgo provides the remote function call capability as form of public library API to
its customers. The IT administrator and/or application developer utilizes this functionality
with a provided secret Token Key (for authentication) mainly for testing purposes.
Hence, as a security best-practice guideline, the final code version should not contain any
information of this API Library and the Token Key value. However, this information
remained in the source code, so the attacker with only one key was able to obtain the
sign-off by simply calling BitGo’s public library functions [349]. Figure 5.6 below
illustrates how the attacker was able to perform a cryptocurrency transaction on
Blockchain without fulfilling the requirement of providing two out of three keys. Due to
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this serious security vulnerability, 119,756 Bitcoins were transferred to the attacker’s
wallets with sign-off from Bitgo [350].

Figure 5. 9 – Brief illustration of how attacker was able to exploit Bitfinex with bypassing the 3rd
party multi-sig authentication provided by Bitgo [351].

At first glance, Bitfinex seems to deserve all the criticism about this cyberattack.
However, this heist case was actually caused by the intricate entanglement of three
parties: (1) Bitfinex who did not securely implement Bitgo’s integration and did not
conduct a follow-up security review of system changes, (2) Bitgo who failed to verify the
insecure implementation and to signal an alarm for an abnormal transaction request, and
(3) the CFTC who ordered the system change causing the exploitation.
If BitGo did not adequately communicate with Bitfinex about general security
concerns of the integration of BitGo’s Multi-Sig safety control or if BitGo did not
securely control the remote API method call provided to Bitfinex, then BitGo should also
be responsible for selling a false sense of security to the customer. [352]. Also known
later, Bitfinex had set alarm on Bitgo server to receive alert notifications when a large
number of transactions occur in short period time to minimize the loss of Cyberattacks,
but the alarms did not work properly for unknown reason [353].
Apart from all the above causes, many IT security professionals have pointed out
that the CFTC was also partially responsible for this heist since the loss due to the
cyberattack could have been much smaller if Bitfinex had continued to retain most of its
cryptocurrency in segregated cold storage [354].
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Step #6: Response to the exploitation and the remediation process
Right after the heist, Bitfinex announced its immediate suspension of the BitGo
segregated multi-signature wallet solution. According to a post from Reddit.com,
Bitfinex hired Ledger Labs, a private Blockchain security service provider, to conduct a
security review, and they discovered vulnerabilities in the system. With assistance and
recommendations from the security assessment, Bitfinex was able to remediate the two
main causes of the heist: (1) the possibility of remotely invoking BitGo’s public library
functions and (2) bypassing the alert system for a large fund transition. Bitfinex also
announced their plan to re-implement the Multi-Sig procedure and to establish more
secure cryptocurrency storage options [355].

5.4 Identified security weakness from causal analysis
As the seventh step of the proposed causal framework of Table 5.1, this section describes major
weaknesses contributing to continuous Blockchain system hacking from the previous series of
analysis.
System Security Dependency
Most security controls in the Blockchain system heavily depend on inherent security
features of Blockchain technology as described in Table 5.2 below. Hence, Blockchain
system has been secured only within the area of user authentication and authorization,
such as the integration of third-party Multi-Sig (ex. Parity Wallet or Bitgo). From the
aspect of "single point of failure,” such security improvements within a limited system
area would not help to improve overall system security at all. For example, as shown in
the series of causal analysis in the previous sections, the only target of all cyberattacks
(except for the second Parity Hack) was the user-authentication mechanism. After
disabling or bypassing authentication protection, there was no system security component
(including Blockchain's inherent security features) to stop the cyberattacks.
Blockchain Safety
Feature

Brief Description

Integrity &
Immutability

Data record and transit cannot be changed. Write once and then read only.
This safety feature prevent any malicious attempt altering data.

Transparency

User (node) operation are all viewable, searchable and traceable to public.
This safety feature allows monitoring any suspicious activity to public.
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Blockchain Safety
Feature

Brief Description

Encryption

Strong cryptographic public and private key access protect from unauthorized usage of the system.

Reliability & Fault
Tolerance

As characteristic of decentralized architecture, Blockchain system never
stops and ending with fail-safe operation.

Table 5. 2 - Security features inherited from Blockchain technology.

Transparency and Openness
In previous chapters, it was identified that the Blockchain system should disclose
information about the operation of Blockchain for autonomous reasons. However, in this
chapter it was found that Blockchain systems were disclosing other system information as
well, such as a Blockchain's software development process, Blockchain's security issues,
and even real-time security incident response actions of the Blockchain system.
In the case of “TheDAO” hacking, the security issue was posted to public forums
several months before the incident, along with the actual attack scenarios. While the
Slock.it developer and the Ethereum developer community were wasted months debating
about the patch development, the attacker was collecting vulnerability information and
was able to plan attacks accordingly.
Moreover, the attacker was able to control the pace of cyberattacks based on
discussions among the Ethereum developer community which were posted in open
forums. As shown in Step #4 (Proximate Events Chain), the cyberattacks repeated “stop
and continue” actions multiple times throughout the entire process of the cyberattack.
Many IT professionals believe that the attacker took such actions since he or she was able
to read the posts and obtain information about Ethereum's incident response status and
plans. If the system had decided to make a hard fork, the attacker would have had no way
to cash out the drained Ethers [356].
The same was true for the first Parity Multi-Sig Wallet Hack case. It was noted
that the attacker suddenly started moving the stolen Ethers around from one account to
others in the middle of the cyberattack. Initially, many people were wondering about this
behavior in the sense that if the attack had been continuous, the attacker could drain and
steal more Ethers. It became clear through later investigation that the attacker had started
the action immediately after posting the WHG incident response on the public forum.
Even in the case of the Bitfinex heist, the cyberattack was able to target only highbalance remaining accounts since all data transition (cryptocurrency transfer, in this case)
were transparently open to the public.
Lack of Vulnerability Assessment and Security Review
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It was identified that applications running on top of or operating with Blockchain were
deployed into production without proper or sufficient security assessment and review.
Nowadays, common knowledge in the IT industry says it is impossible to develop code
without a single security bug or to change system components without a single security
problem. This is why multiple-peer and third-party security review processes have always
been considered as mandatory in SDLC (Software Development Life Cycle) and in
system operation guidelines. In this sense, it is quite a shock to note that many
Blockchain systems have not performed periodic security reviews such as automatic
security checks, internal penetration checks, and independent security audits on a regular
basis. [357].
Moreover, applications running on the blockchain are in a very different situation
from applications running on a centralized system, which can stop operations as soon as
problems arise and resume operations after the problem is resolved. Immutability is one
of the major security features inherited from Blockchain, as mentioned previously.
However, when applied to distributed applications, it becomes a serious weakness that
prevents or makes it difficult to do software security processes such as security bug fixes
and security upgrades. Therefore, distributed applications running on Blockchain systems
should be more secure than applications running on other centralized systems or even
near perfect for security [358].
At the time of these security incidents, both Slock.it and Parity Technology
claimed that multiple security reviews were performed before the codes were deployed to
production. In case of “TheDAO” hack, it was revealed later that all peers were from
internal development teams. In case of the first Parity Wallet Hacking, it was also
revealed later that the vulnerable part of the source code was not even in the scope of
their security audits [359] and completely different codes were deployed which had never
been under any type of security review [360]. In the case of the Bitfinex hacking,
Bitfinex hired a security service after the cyber incident, and they found a lot more
security vulnerabilities in the system.
Absence of Management and Monitoring
It was identified that the significant problem lies in the fact that no dedicated party or
group manages security control in a decentralized system, even if unsecured
implementation and programming were confirmed as the main cause of all the
exploitations described above. It is clear that the loss from cyberattacks would have been
reduced if proper security management and effective incident response were available.
In the case of “TheDAO” hacking, several warnings and alerts about potential
threats were posted to the public forum for over a month, but the vulnerable code was
still running in the production environment during that period. In addition, there was no
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response for 36 hours after the attack occurred. Even though the attack was abruptly
stopped, it was not from the system's forced control, but from the hacker himself [361].
On the other hand, at the time of the hack event, developers of MakerDAO, a
similar smart contract to “TheDAO,” confirmed the same vulnerability existed in their
own smart contracts, then hacked their smart contracts with the same exploitation
technique to transfer all funds to a safe Multi-Sig wallet. Hence, MakerDAO could have
avoided the hack because the application developers did play the same role as the system
manager or controller in a centralized system [362].
After the heists, Slock.it announced they would build a security team and hire
dedicated monitoring personnel for system-wide detection and alert. Bitfinex also
decided to empower its internal security team to conduct real-time monitoring.

Decision Hierarchy in Non-Hierarchical (Decentralized) System
From its inception, Blockchain was presented as a decentralized platform for
“applications that run exactly as programmed without any chance of fraud, censorship, or
third-party interference” [363]. Due to the nature of such, the system cannot have
decision hierarchy. In Blockchain, the software that runs on the protocol is written by
developers, however, its acceptance is determined by miners and users running it
themselves. Hence, it is structured as a democratic “tricameral” system among the three
different constituencies (developers, miners and users), and all changes to the Blockchain
needs participation by all three constituencies to be implemented.
However, as can be seen from a series of causal analysis in Section 5.2, a security
decision hierarchy actually exists in the Ethereum Blockchain system, even though it is
not explicit or authoritative, as is the case with centralized systems. The Ethereum
developer community, which consists of groups of people, institutions, companies and
other organizations for support and maintenance, had been literally acting as a central
authority to respond to the security incidents and make decisions for system security
matters.
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Figure 5. 10 - Ethereum has a form of security decision hierarchy as centralized system. Ethereum
development community have been playing like central authority at occurrence of cyber incident.

The Figure 1.1 above illustrates how the Ethereum developer community has
gotten involved in the three cyber incidents (“TheDAO” hack, first Parity Wallet hack,
and second Parity Wallet Hack) and communicated with the dApps development vendors
to request an independent security assessment. As shown, people from the community
spontaneously formed a special task force, such as “Robin Hood Group” or “White Hat
Group,” to fight back against the exploitation and theft. Also, core developers from the
community volunteered to set up a recovery and improvement plan. Moreover, the
Ethereum developer community also drove smart contract development companies to
have independent security reviews to minimize security risk and vulnerability.
Even if the immediate responses of the Ethereum development community
reduced system damage from hacking, as a result, the actions brought a structure of
governance processes to Ethereum, which raised multiple concerns and problems. First,
no matter how good the intention was, decision making by a person or a group of people
basically violates Ethereum’s code of principle, which declares decentralization,
censorship resistance, and a permission-free environment. Hence, when the Ethereum
developer community proposed a fork solution for the first time to restore lost funds due
to "TheDAO" hack, a number of users worried that the change would ruin integrity of the
system and warned about false signals that projects like “TheDAO” can influence the
immutability of the decentralized system for their own benefits. In fact, after the proposal
was announced, the Ethereum developer community was flooded with an enormous
number of fork requests to recover the lost ETHs. Furthermore, the "TheDAO" attacker
sent an open letter to the community claiming his compensation (stolen ETHs) was legal
based on the premise of smart contracts and threatened to take legal action against any
attempt to invalidate his work (by implementing a fork) [364].
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Second, this voluntary participation can lead to a rather opaque and unreasonable
centralized decision-making structure without supervision and balance. For example,
during “TheDAO” hack, most of incident response status and system change decisions
made by the Ethereum development community were shared within the community.
Although the information later spread across online blog posts and email subscriptions, it
seemed insufficient and inappropriate for users and miners in a decentralized system. The
process of forming the special task forces was also not transparent at all. No entitlement
to participate in the Task Force was explicitly stated, and no one other than the
community have ever reviewed or approved the decisions made during the incident
response (such as bolstering security by removing ETH from the weak wallet during the
first Parity Wallet hack). Hence, many IT specialists expressed great concern about such
strong influence of the Ethereum development community and Vitalik Buterine, the
founder of Ethereum and core member of the community [365]. In practice, it is good to
follow recommendations of such experienced professionals in the technology, however
the process then should be more transparent and structured for review and monitoring.
For example, at the time of the second Parity Wallet security incident, the Ethereum
development community did not explicitly state the reason for missing the vulnerability
during the secure code review of the first Parity Wallet hack. There was no information
as to who performed the review and who was responsible for the review. Until this
writing, no one knows who wrote the review or who was responsible for it.
Third, empowering this informal system hierarchy is difficult. This is how the
fork occurred at the time of the “TheDAO” hack and why the two Blockchain systems
(Ethereum and Ethereum Classic) co-exist. Ethereum community developers were in
favor of a hard fork in order to return stolen funds. However, a minority of miners
rejected the controversial idea of changing immutable transactions and continued mining
the old Blockchain. If a portion of the miners and users agree with a software upgrade,
but another portion of the miners and users do not agree, then two different versions of
Blockchain with the same root are going co-exist. This divided Ethereum into two coexisting Blockchains: the new one, Ethereum (ETH), and the old one, Ethereum Classic
(ETC) [366]. In addition, at the time of the first Parity Wallet hack, core developers
requested an independent security review for the issue remediation patch. At that time,
Parity Technology and the Parity Wallet dApps development company confirmed the
third-party security review was conducted. However, at the time of second Parity Wallet
security incident, Parity Technology said it had never done a third-party security review
for the remediation patch [367].
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CHAPTER 6 – Security Remediation Approach of
Blockchain System
“Security is better when it is built in, not bolted on.”
― Stephen Yu
(Executive VP of Infoblox)

6.1 The myth of Blockchain system security
Blockchain is Never Changed as Immutability
As described in Chapter 5, despite Blockchain’s being known as immutable, the soft or
hard fork was able to make changes to the Blockchain network as recovery methods for
cyberattacks. In standard software industry parlance, the term fork means a "copy of an
existing project.” However, in Blockchain, fork means an existing Blockchain is to be
split into two separate chains. Although the fork was explained in detail in Chapter 5,
Table 6.1 below summarizes them once again from the aspect of compatibility.
Type of Fork

Compatibility

Soft

Soft fork is compatible software upgrade on Blockchain network that is
backwards compatible with older versions. In soft fork, nodes (users) can still
participate in Blockchain network without software upgrade, such as data
transaction validation and verification. However, soft fork will result in
invalidating previously valid blocks, and might cause security risks for nonupgrading nodes.

Hard

Hard fork is in-compatible software upgrade on Blockchain network that is
not compatible with older versions. In hard fork, nodes (users) should upgrade
to the software to continue participate in Blockchain network. This separation
results in a permanent divergence of the Blockchain network. In other words,
two Blockchain network will concurrently exist. Hard fork on Blockchain
network makes previously invalid blocks valid, and the non-upgrading nodes
become incompatible.

Table 6. 1 – Different types of forks in terms of compatibility [368].

The attack, known as the "51% attack,” was designed to take advantage of the
fork's technological possibilities in Blockchain: Blockchain data can be altered if one of
the attacker groups can achieve 51% of the computer or computing performance of the
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entire Blockchain system’s nodes. Below, Figure 6.2 illustrates how the “51% attack” is
executed and how it makes existing data changes in Blockchain.
Step 1 shows that while the chain is growing by adding new blocks, multiple
branches are created containing conflicting information before determining which branch
will be added to the existing chain. Blockchain has a decision policy of selecting the
longest branch. The longest branch becomes the main one and adds to the Blockchain,
but shorter ones go back to the pool of unconfirmed transactions [369]. Step 2 shows that
by abusing the longest chain selection policy, malicious attackers can alter or change data
in the system if they can generate blocks faster than the rest of the network. Finally, Step
3 shows attackers can simply persevere with their private fork until it becomes longer
than the branch built by the honest network, then publish the altered branch to be
accepted as valid one.

1. Honest nodes continue extending the valid chain by putting yellow colored
blocks, while the attacker secretly starts mining a fraudulent branch with
white colored block(s).

2. The attacker succeeds in making the fraudulent branch longer than the
honest one.

3. The attacker’s branch is published and is now considered the valid one.

Figure 6. 1 – Simple illustration of 51% attack.

This exploitation technique has been considered for years as only a theory since it
would require an attacker to take control of a large number of computers in the network
(51% of the entire Blockchain network). However, in June 2017, a Bitcoin Blockchain
system announced that 70 percent of all hash rates of its Blockchain network came from
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just four Chinese mining pools: F2Pool, Bitmain's AntPool, BTCC Pool and BW.com
[370]. This means that the 51% attack becomes literally possible if a couple of major
mining pools in the Bitcoin Blockchain system combine their computing power. In 2018,
the theoretical threat became real. The Verge, a cryptocurrency exchange, reported that it
had experienced three different 51% attacks within the first two quarters of 2018 [371].
In May 2018, Bitcoin Gold (BTG) also announced that it fell victim to the 51% attack
and lost $18MM [372].
In June 2018, the website crypto51.app was launched to provide a theoretical
estimation in terms of hourly costs of launching a 51% attack against each
cryptocurrency [373]. The estimation was calculated mainly based on network hash rates
and hashing algorithm of the PoW (Proof-of-Work) for each cryptocurrency Blockchain
system. Based on this estimation, launching a 51% attack against Bytecoin, which is one
of the top 20 cryptocurrency systems, only costs approximately $167 per hour, as of
August 25, 2018.
Furthermore, an attacker can also achieve 51% of attacks with less than 50% of
the total system hash power. Of course, the likelihood of success is less than 100% but
not 100% failure. Therefore, depending on the situation of the system, a 51% attack can
still manipulate data in Blockchain with only a 30-40 percent, or even less, hash power of
the entire system environment.
Blockchain Secures User Anonymity
Within a Blockchain system environment, each node (user) will have a unique address
that is generated by crypto algorithm. Each node can use the cryptographic value (the
public key) to maintain anonymity. The Blockchain algorithm that generates public and
private key pairs has proven to be impossible to crack. This anonymity guarantees not
only intractability of data transition but also privacy of end users in the Blockchain
system.
What should be noted here is that similar levels of user information anonymity are
also being used in the current banking industry and stock exchange systems based on a
centralized system. Examples of end-user information includes the timestamp of wire
transfers, amount of transactions, counterparties to transactions, and account numbers. In
that sense, the anonymity of the Blockchain system is nothing new or special from a
security perspective, and it should not be considered as a superior endpoint safety control
over an existing centralized system [374].
Therefore, it would be a more accurate statement that the Blockchain system
provides pseudonymity rather than anonymity. Pseudonymity is a method that is used to
obfuscate the actual identity of a person or group [375]. On the other hand, maintaining
complete anonymity means that there is, in fact, no way to track the identity of an
individual or group. A node (user) in Blockchain systems still needs to provide full or
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partial self-identity information to interact outside of the system, such as when a user
registers in a cryptocurrency exchange, when a user sends or receives cryptocurrency
through an online wallet, or when the cryptocurrency is cashed in or out for purchase or
sale. Given this, it would be more appropriate to conclude that a Blockchain system does
not provide true anonymity but rather distributes user identifications to the system
network in a secure way.
Figure 6.2 illustrates recent research from Princeton University which supports
the above conclusion. The research found that 53 out of 130 web merchants which accept
cryptocurrency have routinely leaked end users’ identifiable data in the form of a cookie
(also known as a session ID) [376]. The cookie is usually set on a client web browser by
a web application to maintain a user session or to track user activity. The researcher
found out that an end user might be tracked or disclosed by using the information inside
those cookies. As shown in the Figure, cookies contain various information about the
user’s purchases, such as the amount spent, time of purchase and name of the user. Since
Blockchain systems disclose entire records of data transitions to the public, the
information inside cookies might be used to link with data transition records in
Blockchain to discover the identity of the node.
This fact can also be interpreted that the Blockchain system defers responsibility
of system security to the end user(s), since it does not have a central security authority
that can be held to such responsibility.

Figure 6. 2 – Purchase information within Session ID or Cookies may be abused to link them with
transaction in Blockchain [377].

Blockchain Protects the System via Transparency
The most common misconception about Blockchain security is probably its transparency
and traceability. By using public ledger techniques, data in the Blockchain is copied and
shared within all nodes of the system network. All data transit information is
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transparently open to and traceable by anyone in the public. Such transparency and
traceability of Blockchain has been considered as a strong defense against cyberattacks.
In fact, Blockchain can only processes data that does not need to be secure. In
other words, data in the Blockchain system is not sensitive and does not need to be
protected at all. For example, a cryptocurrency Blockchain system transparently discloses
data transit information, such as sender, recipients, transaction amounts and time stamps.
The personal bank checks we use in our daily lives also include similar information such
as bank routing number, sender’s account number, amount of funds to transfer and
recipient information. Personal bank checks are freely transferable to others, but for
decades they have been used as a secure payment method without fear of personal
information leakage.
In this sense, the application of Blockchain technology is limited to systems that
contain data that does not need to be protected. For example, Blockchain technology
cannot be used to process bid data for active auctions because the data must be unopened
until the end of the auction. Hence, it is an incorrect statement that the transparency and
traceability of Blockchain safely protects its data.
Moreover, the transparency and the traceability of Blockchain often causes its
system to be in more danger in the event of a cyberattack. As shown in previous causal
analysis in Chapter 5, attackers were able to target the cyberattack on accounts holding
large amount of funds since such information is available and accessible to the public.
Table 6.2 below describes the adverse effects caused by transparency and traceability in
terms of system security.
Adversary effects caused by Blockchain’s transparency and traceability
Data & Information

Users’ (nodes’) activities are all viewable, searchable and traceable to public. Hence,
attackers can gather information about target (account in case of crypto currency
system) without spending much effort.

Architecture & Design

As nature of distributed system, most of Blockchain is open source. System design,
architecture and even source code are accessible to public. As shown in causal analysis
in chapter 5, attackers were able to exploit known and unknown security flaw in the
code.

Operation & Management

Since there is no central authority and governance party, all of communications are
occurred at public channel, such as SNS, public form, company web site etc. Hence,
all of operation and management activities such as status, update, schedule etc are
open to public.

Table 6. 2 – Threats of System Safety due to Transparency in Public Blockchain System.

Blockchain is Hard to Hack or Hack-Proof
Any technology has security weak points and, unfortunately, Blockchain is no exception.
As briefly mentioned in Chapter 4, Blockchain is not immune to cyberattacks at all. The
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notion of security in Blockchain was found only within a limited system area and within
restricted conditions. Furthermore, throughout multiple causal analysis in Chapter 5, it
was also discovered that the advantages of this technology (immutability, anonymity,
transparency and integrity) ironically became rather a hinderance when responding to a
cyberattack.
Figure 6.3 below shows the difference between Blockchain and a centralized
system from the aspect of system hacking. In a centralized banking system shown on the
right side of Figure 6.3, an attacker must complete several different exploitation steps to
obtain financial gain. Also, all the steps should be accomplished as soon as possible.
Otherwise, the system can detect the exploitation through intrusion detection or security
monitoring to recover the loss and restore the system state immediately. In addition, the
attacker has to make a lot of effort to hide his or her identity to avoid discovery.
In the Blockchain system shown on the left side of Figure 6.3, the exploitation
step is fairly simple. Once an attacker steals user credentials or bypasses system
authentication, he or she can just start transferring funds from the victim’s account to his
own account at any moment without any concern about detection. The integrity of
Blockchain prevents the system from stopping the cyberattack even if it is aware of the
attack, and the anonymity of Blockchain lets the attacker keep his or her identity hidden.
Then, the attacker has enough time to cash out the stolen cryptocurrency since the
immutability of Blockchain prevents any system changes to restore the stolen funds.

Figure 6. 3 – Typical carry out of network-based ATM malware attack between Blockchain vs.
Centralized system [378].

6.2 Difficulties in Blockchain system security
Infinite Running Machine
In an existing centralized system, a contingency plan can minimize damage from
cyberattack by disabling parts or even the entire system until issues are fixed or resolved.
However, a Blockchain system cannot offer such an option. As explained in Chapter 2,
the Blockchain technology was developed as a concept of DAO which operates the
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system infinitely and autonomously. This characteristic of the Blockchain system makes
it extremely difficult or even impossible to take effective remediation actions in response
to security incidents, since the resolution should be applied while the system is operating.
Complexity & Size of System Boundary Increase
As described above, a Blockchain network grows very rapidly, literally without limitation
in terms of nodes (users). Such system boundary expansion causes increasing complexity
and ambiguity, making it very difficult for developers to understand the system
architecture and implement system security controls prior to deployment [330]. These
factors make it extremely hard to anticipate any type of emergency during its operation,
and also make it very complicated to plan out incident response upon the occurrence of
cyberattacks.
Centralization of System Controls
It is widely believed that a Blockchain system is distributed and that there is no single
point of security failure. However, as seen in the system architecture analysis in Chapter
3, distribution only occurs within a Blockchain boundary, but a large portion of its system
components are still centralized. For instance, wallet service which is currently utilized
by most end users, are operating on a traditional centralized web server. All active trading
funds are stored at a centralized hot storage in a cryptocurrency exchange. Third-party
Multi-Sig authentication solutions also provide users service running on a centralized
server. If a system contains centralized controls, it should require a traditional system
protection approach, such as fraud prevention, access management and confidentiality
requirements. However, the Blockchain system poses a serious dilemma of system
security architecture, caused by a mixture of centralization and decentralization, because
its security controls have been essentially handed over to end users in a distributed
manner.

6.3 Remediation approach of Blockchain system security issues
Below, Table 6.3 is a list of recommended remediations from identified cyberattack(s). The
listed remediations are based on the studies about actual hacking incidents targeting Blockchain
systems in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The recommended security remediations were referenced
from well-known public sources, such as Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP),
National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) and Computer Emergency Response
Team (CERT). Each recommended remediation in the left-most column starts with the naming
convention RR-N, which means Recommended Security Remediation Number N. The naming
convention is used in later chapters of this paper. The second column contains cyberattacks
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which would be prevented by the recommended security remediation. The third column contains
security domain(s) where the remediation can be applied to work as security resolutions. Hence,
some of listed remediations are the same content but associated to different kind of cyberattacks
and security domains. For example, both RR-9 and RR-10 contain the same remediation as a
requirement of security source review. However, depending on which security domain it is
applied to, it remediates different sets of cyberattacks. When it is implemented on D-2, the
security domain Front-end Access-Point, the remediation would protect from AV-8 (SQL
injection attack) and AV-16 (Cross-Site Scripting attack). When it is implemented on D-3,
distributed application, the remediation would protect from AV-11 (reentrancy vulnerability) and
AV-14 (self-destruction attack).

Recommended Security Remediation
(RR-N)

Cyberattacks /
Security Vulnerability

Security Domain #

(RR-1) User Activity Surveillance or Monitoring
required.

AV-1, AV-2, AV-3, AV-15

D-1, D-2, D-3

(RR-2) Review Blockchain protocol implementation
with secure source review needed.

AV-1, AV-2, AV-3, AV-5

D-1

(RR-3) Review Blockchain consensus option security
review needed.

AV-1, AV-4, AV-5

D-1

(RR-4) Infrastructure security review required.

AV-5, AV-6, AV-9, AV-10

D-1, D-2, D-3

(RR-5) Network security scan needed.

AV-6, AV-7, AV-9, AV-13

D-2, D-3

(RR-6) Network security monitoring required.

AV-6, AV-9, AV-21, AV-22, AV-23

D-2, D-3, D-4

(RR-7) User data input validation source review
needed.

AV-8, AV-16, AV-17, AV-18

D-2, D-4

(RR-8) Server data output filtering source review
required.

AV-8, AV-17, AV-18

D-2

(RR-9) Application security source review required.

AV-8, AV-10, AV-16, AV-17, AV-18

D-2

(RR-10) Smart contract security source review
required.

AV-11, AV-12, AV-13, AV-14, AV-15

D-3

(RR-11) Application security penetration test required.

AV-5, AV-10, AV-16, AV-17

D-2, D-3
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Recommended Security Remediation
(RR-N)

Cyberattacks /
Security Vulnerability

Security Domain #

(RR-12) Analysis of security vulnerabilities in
complied software without source code needed.

AV-19,

D-2, D-3

(RR-13) Limit the import library usage in compiled
software.

AV-13, AV-19

D-3

(RR-14) Implement host based virus or malware
scanner.

AV-19, AV-20

D-1, D-2, D-3, D-4

(RR-15) Implement secure communication channel
such as VPN.

AV-19, AV-20, AV-21, AV-22

D-1, D-2, D-3, D-4

(RR-16) Implement secure hardware device on end
point such as RSA token.

AV-21, AV-22

D-1, D-2, D-3, D-4

(RR-17) Implement additional secure authentication
process such as 2-factor authentication.

AV-15, AV-19

D-2, D-3

Table 6. 3 – List of recommended security resolutions for cyberattacks and security vulnerability in
Blockchain system.
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CHAPTER 7 – Security Assessment Method for a
Blockchain System
“Not only must attempts be made to prevent breaches, there must be efforts to detect and
effectively recover from breaches, which are even more poorly addressed.”

- Stuart Madnick
(Director of MIT’s IC , at interview in “Risk Business at IES”)
3

7.1 Needs to detect and address potential security issue
Identifying security issues within a Blockchain system and remediating them prior to a hacking
incident would be ideal. Unfortunately, traditional methods are insufficient and ineffective for
Blockchain system security analysis. An existing bottom-up approach mainly aims to identify
failures of linear systems and single components. However, a Blockchain system includes a
mixture of centralized and decentralized system components. Also, their interconnections are
quite complicated.
The System-Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) developed by N. Leveson is a holistic
system hazard analysis method designed to address such challenges [379]. As a top-down
approach, STPA systematically structures constraints and controls to identify conditions that
potentially lead a system to an unsafe state [380]. N. Leveson and William Young then
developed the STPA-Sec (System-theoretic Process Analysis for Security). STPA-Sec modifies
and improves the safety-focused STPA to perform security analysis based on system theory
[381]. STPA-Sec examines each control action under different possible conditions and identifies
loss scenarios that contain insufficient or missing controls or security constraints. Following this,
SPTA-Sec discovers the most critical system components and highlights the potential system
security hazards that can be caused by the malfunctioning of the critical components [382].
In later sections in this chapter, a new security analysis approach for Blockchain systems
will be proposed and the approach will be applied to simplified distributed application for a mini
case study. The proposed approach is truly inspired by the STPA-Sec and also referenced by
other researchers, which expands the STPA-Sec to cover other safety elements, such as safety
and security [383] as well as data privacy [384].
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7.2 Proposal for a security assessment method for the Blockchain system
Terminology for Blockchain System Security
As a first step, additional terms for the new proposed security assessment method are
arranged as shown in Table 7.1. This terminology alignment was proposed to make the
security assessment method more useful for cyberattacks and hacking incidents such as
reducing misleading exploitation techniques and clarifying the targets of cyberattacks.
For example, in most existing security assessment methods, the term cyberattack is a
vague concept, such as “an external threat for system misuse.” However, in the proposed
security assessment, each cyberattack will be described in more detail and specifically for
Blockchain systems, such as “an attempt to gain unauthorized access by exploiting
system security controls to make unauthorized use of system assets.”
Terms of the Security
Assessment Method for
Blockchain System

Description

Adverse Consequence

Unexpected / undesirable consequences to cause risk / loss in
system perspective.

Cyberattack

Usage of a system asset / control in un-desirable way or attempt
to causes loss of system in unsafe / unsecure way with
exploitation of system security control.

Remediation

Migration or treatment of security vulnerability to bring system
state to risk-free from threat.

Threat

Potential cause of an unexpected incident in aspect of system
security.

Unsecured data flow

Data flow action which may allow attack, cause vulnerability
and then may result in adverse sequence in the end.

Vulnerability

Security weakness of system asset and control that can be
exploited by attack.

Table 7. 1 – Additional security terminology of proposed security assessment
methodology for Blockchain System.

Process for Security Assessment Method
Below, Table 7.2 describe each step of the security assessment method for Blockchain
systems in terms of exercise, information and results. In the first step, the target system is
generally reviewed and its goal identified. The second step analyzes system architecture
and data flow to retrieve system components and its associated controls. Each identified
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system component is categorized into the 4 security domains (D-N), and then Table 3.2 is
used to identify potential security risks (SR-N) associated with each system component.
In the third step, adverse consequences are derived based on discovered potential risks in
the second step. The adverse consequence is the impact of each cyber risk and threat on a
particular system component. Then, using Table 4.7, each potential cyberattack and
security vulnerability (AV-N) for each system component is discovered based on
previously identified adverse consequences and security risks. The fourth step, the final
phase, discovers recommended security remediation(s) (RR-N) for a particular system
component using the associated potential cyberattack and security vulnerability as well as
Table 6.3.
Step #

Process

Support

Step 1

1.1 Define goal(s) of target system.

Step 2

2.1 Identify component(s) and associated data flow(s)
of target system. Then categorize them into the 4
Blockchain system security domains from section
3.4.
2.2 Map between Blockchain system security
domain(s) (D-N) and target system component(s)
to identify potential security risk(s) (SR-N) in table
3.2.

• 17 security risks (SR-N) identified from table 3.2.
• 4 security domains (D-N) identified in section 3.4.

Step 3

3.1 Derive adverse consequence(s) for each target
system component from identified potential
security risk(s) from step 2.2.
3.2 Map the adverse consequence(s) from step 3.1 and
security risk(s) from step 2.2 to identify potential
cyberattack(s) / security vulnerability (AV-N) in
table 4.7.

• 23 cyberattacks and security vulnerabilities (AV-N)
from table 4.7.

Step 4

4.1 Map the table 6.3 with identified system’s potential
cyberattack(s) & recommended security
vulnerability(s) from step 3.2 to identify
recommended security remediation(s) (RR-N).

• 17 recommended security remediations (RR-N) from
table 6.3.

Table 7. 2 – Overview of the four steps of proposed security assessment methodology for
Blockchain System.

Each step requires information and produces artifacts. Most of information about
general Blockchain system security is supplied from tables in previous chapters. The
artifact is the results of the exercise and is being used for the next exercise and the
following step(s). Below, Table 7.3 provides an overview of the proposed Blockchain
system security assessment methodology, in terms of produced artifact and supplied
information to support the exercise.
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Figure 7. 1 – Flow diagram of the proposed security assessment methodology for Blockchain System.

7.3 Application of the security assessment method to Blockchain systems
To evaluate the proposed methodology, Section 7.3 demonstrates its application to simplified
distributed voting application on the Ethereum Blockchain system. The proposed security
assessment method will discover potential security issue(s) and will find suggestive resolution to
remediate them in the early phase in SDLC.
Step 1: Define System Goal(s)

Figure 7. 2 – Overview of simplified distributed voting application based on Ethereum system [385].

Figure 7.2 shows a brief overview of simplified voting for smart contracts on the
Ethereum Blockchain system. First, voters must verify their identification through a
third-party authentication server. Voters can then cast a vote in the form of a smart
contract. Once the smart contract is confirmed and added to the Blockchain, the voting
process is completed and the record permanently remains on the Blockchain.
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Building a voting application on a Blockchain system can address multiple issues
which have been challenging to existing electronic voting systems. First, in terms of
integrity, the data transaction (votes and time) is recorded permanently. Second, in regard
to the transparency and auditability, the voting results are distributed to entire network
nodes (voters) to prevent any forgery. Lastly, with respect to the availability, nodes
(users) never reveal their identity. Therefore, the entire system process is carried out
transparently and impartially with voter anonymity.
Step 2.1: Categorize System Component(s) into Security Domain(s)
Below, Figure 7.3 shows an interconnected data flow diagram of the smart contract
voting system previously shown in Figure 7.2. Eight system components were identified.
Based on system security domains established in Chapter 3, Ethereum Blockchain (SC-1)
is included in a domain of platforms. Voting creator (SC-2), smart contract (SC-3) and
voters (SC-4) are included in a domain of dApps. The rest of the identified system
components (SC-5 ~ SC-8) are all included in a domain of Endpoint. The data flow(s)
between a domain of platform to other domains are simply based on voting results.
However, the data flow(s) between Endpoint and dApps are complex and more likely to
become targets of cyberattacks.

Figure 7. 3 – Simplified system component diagram of smart contract voting system. Squares are
system components and attached triangle contains system component number(s) for convention.
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Step 2.2: Mapping System Components and Security Domains to Discover Security
Risks

D-1

SR-17

SR-16

SR-15

SR-14

SR-13

SR-12

SR-11

SR-10

SR-9

SR-8

SR-7

SR-6

SR-5

SR-4

SR-3

SR-2

SR-1

Once the domain of each component in the voting system was identified, the potential
security risks related to each system component was recorded using Table 3.2. Table 7.3
shows the results of mapping potential system security risks to identified system
components per system security domain. With the top-down mapping approach, the
system component(s) in the same security domain will have the same or a very similar set
of security risks. For instance, SC-5 ~ SC-8 are categorized in D-4 (Endpoint), which all
have potential security risks of data manipulation (SR-5), data loss (SR-6) and secure
channel broken (SR-7). However, both SC-6 and SC-7 contain the additional security risk
of user access broken (SR-8), since SC-6 and SC-7 need to perform an additional data
process requiring additional security protection.

SC-1

D-2
D-3

SC-2
SC-3
SC-4

D-4

SC-5
SC-6
SC-7
SC-8

Table 7. 3 – Mapping system component(s) to system risk(s) in Blockchain system. Naming convention of Domain (DN) and system risk (SR-N) are described in chapter 3. Please refer table 3.2 for more information.

Step 3.1 – Define Adversary Consequences
From Step 2.2, adverse consequences can be developed by combining system
components with their potential system security risk(s) in the top-down approach. Each
adverse consequence is triggered by one or more system security risk types and are also
based on placement and implementation within the system architecture. For instance,
system components SC-2 and SC-3 are both affected by security risks SR-5 and SR-6, so
that smart contracts may be triggered in an unplanned or unexpected voting process by
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malicious attacker(s). This is a very important step within the security assessment
methodology, which is intended to disclose the system’s vulnerable state. This, in turn,
will be used as a bridge to find potential cyberattacks and corresponding remediations in
subsequent steps. Table 7.4 below lists adverse consequences per system component(s).
System
Component(s)

Security Risk(s)

Adverse Consequence(s)

SR-1

Un-authorized voting data addition can be occurred.

SR-5, SR-6, SR-7

Voting timestamp can be manipulated in Block.

SR-14

Stored Voting data can be changed after addition.

SR-5, SR-6

Smart contract(s) may be trigger un-planned or un-expected process
by malicious attacker(s).

SR-8, SR-9, SR-10

Vote function may be malfunction or out of gas consumption
limitation.

SR-15

Vote function(s) may be called repeatedly, before the first invocation
of the function was finished.

SR-15, SR-16, SR-17

Invocations of the other function may be called than voting to interact
in destructive ways.

SC-3

SR-1, SR-4

Voting pool can be altered un-intendedly.

SC-4

SR-11

N/A

SR-1

Un-authorized access can be occurred.

SR-4, SR-5, SR-6

Vote can be completed by malicious attacker prior to valid user.

SR-7, SR-8

Vote can be dropped or denied.

SR11, SR12, SR13, SR14

Voting process may be maliciously twisted. For instance, voting
question changed or candidate number switched.

SR-9

Ether(s) in voter(s)’s wallet can be theft.

SC-1

SC-2, SC-3,
SC-4,

SC-5, SC-6,
SC-7, SC-8,

SC-6, SC-7,

Table 7. 4 – List of adverse consequence(s) based on identified system security risk(s) and affected system
component(s).

Step 3.2 – Mapping Adverse Consequence(s) to Potential Cyberattacks and Security
Vulnerabilities
Once adverse consequences are derived from one or a group of the component(s) from
the voting system in Table 7.4, cyberattacks and security vulnerabilities can be identified
by mapping between Table 4.7 and Table 7.4. Table 4.7 summarizes known attacks and
vulnerabilities mainly identified through review of the 78 real-world Blockchain system
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security incidents in Section 4.1. The table contains corresponding domain, risk and
adverse-consequence information for each identified attack or vulnerability. By matching
information about security domains, security risks and adverse consequences between the
two tables, potential attacks or vulnerabilities can be found for each system component.
For example, system component SC-2, implemented at domain D-2, may face an
adverse consequence of an unintended repetitive function call due to the potential risks of
SR-15 ~ 17. With the information of system component’s domain, risk and adverse
consequence, corresponding AV-11 can be identified as a potential cyberattack target.
Table 7.5 summarizes the results of the mapping exercise to identify potential
cyberattack(s) per system component by cross-referencing Table 4.7 and Table 7.4.

System
Component(s)

Cyberattack(s) / Security Vulnerability(s)

SC-1

AV-1, AV-3, AV-4

SC-2

AV-11, AV-12, AV-14

SC-3

AV-12, AV-14

SC-4

AV-11, AV-12, AV-13, AV-15

SC-5

AV-6, AV-16, AV-19, AV-20, AV-22, AV-23

SC-6

AV-17, AV-20, AV-22, AV-23

SC-7

AV-6, AV-16, AV-17, AV-18

SC-8

AV-19, AV-22, AV-23

Table 7. 5 – Mapping table 7.4 and table 4.7 to identify potential cyberattack(s) / security
vulnerability(s) per each system component in the voting system. Please refer table 4.7 for
more information about cyberattacks and security vulnerabilities of Blockchain systems.

Step 4.1 – Identify Security Remediation for each Adverse Scenario
In the fourth step, recommended security remediation(s) for each system component were
discovered throughout mapping Table 7.5 and Table 6.3 as shown in Table 7.6. As seen
through the above exercises, the proposed methodology can provide system security
information such as what types of cyberattacks system components can be subjected to
and how to fix them. For example, based on information provided from Table 7.5, we can
find system component SC-1 would require consideration of security remediation RR-1,
RR-2 and RR-3.
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System
Component(s)

Recommended Security Remediation

SC-1

RR-1, RR-2, RR-3

SC-2

RR -7, RR -9

SC-3

RR -10

SC-4

RR -7, RR -9, RR -10, RR -13, RR -17

SC-5

RR -6, RR -7, RR -14, RR -15

SC-6

RR -11, RR -14, RR -15

SC-7

RR -6, RR -11, RR -15, RR -16

SC-8

RR -6, RR -12, RR -14, RR -15

Table 7. 6 – Mapping table 7.5 and table 6.3 to identify recommended security
remediation(s) per each system component in the voting system. Please refer table
6.3 for more information about security remediation(s) for Blockchain systems.

To make the application of this methodology more realistic, the following two
adverse scenarios are given as examples. Let’s assume the identification of Adverse
Scenarios #1, which is “votes are canceled/revoked in the middle of system running.”
Once SC-2 and SC-3 are identified as system components related to Adverse Scenario #1,
the proposed methodology can find these components have potential security risks SR-5,
SR-6, SR-8, SR-9 and SR-10, and have the possibility of becoming victim to cyberattacks
AV-11, AV-12 and AV-14. Hence, the methodology recommends performing
remediations RR-7, RR-9 and RR-10 to resolve security issues.
Adverse Scenario #1: Votes are canceled or revoked in the middle of system running.
Affected System Component(s)
Security Domain(s)
Security Risk(s)
Potential Cyberattack(s) / Vulnerability(s)
Security Remediation(s)

SC-2, SC-3
D-2
SR-5, SR-6, SR-8, SR-9, SR-10
AV-11, AV-12, AV-14
RR-7, RR-9, RR-10

For another example, let’s assume Adverse Scenario #2 is identified, which is
“vote cast is proceeded on client side, but the vote cannot proceed after submission on the
server side due to out of token (gas) or the out-of-gas consumption limit.” Once SC-2,
SC-3, SC-4 and SC-7 are identified as system components related to Adverse Scenario
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#2, the proposed methodology discovers that these components are associated to security
domains D-2 and D-3, so that confirms the components have potential security risks SR5, SR-6, SR-8, SR-9, SR-10, R-15, SR-16 and SR-17. Since the confirmed security risks
will expose system components to vulnerabilities or cyberattacks AV-6, AV-11, AV-12,
AV-13, AV-15, AV-16, AV-17 and AV-18, the methodology recommends remediations
RR-4, RR-6, RR-8, RR-9, RR-10 and RR-11 to resolve security issues in advance. Please
note that an adverse scenario is supposed to be a textual representation of one specific
case where a system operation can lead to a security issue that may subsequently cause an
adverse consequence, including a system loss.
Adverse Scenario #2: Vote cast is proceeded on client side, but vote cannot be proceeded after
submission on server side due to out of token (gas) or out of gas consumption limit.
Affected System Component(s)
Security Domain(s)

SC-2, SC-3, SC-4, SC-7
D-2, D-3

Security Risk(s)

SR-5, SR-6, SR-8, SR-9, SR-10, R-15, SR-16,
SR-17

Potential Cyberattack(s) / Vulnerability(s)

AV-6, AV-11, AV-12, AV-13, AV-15, AV-16,
AV-17, AV-18

Security Remediation(s)

RR-4, RR-6, RR-8, RR-9, RR-10, RR-11

Although it is not comprehensive, exercises in Chapter 7 show that the proposed
methodology is useful for discovering potential security issues and remediation(s) from a
system-level view using limited and high-level information from a Blockchain system. It
is strongly focused on in-depth security analysis of the most critical components. With
the top-down approach, the analysis identifies potential security issues from the system
architecture and integrates all information to find appropriate security remediation. Since
the analysis begins with system architecture information, it can be used to design
complex reactive frameworks that ensure system security at the early stages of
Blockchain system development.
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CHAPTER 8 – Summary and Future Work
“There's no such thing as bad weather, only bad clothes.”

- Scandinavian School in Jersey City
(Common Norwegian Phrases)
Blockchain is a relatively new technology of growing importance as its popularity continues to
rise. However, misunderstanding and misconception of this new technology has continuously
exposed all participants involved in the technology to cyber threats in recent years. Hence, this
paper explored and analyzed Blockchain system security incidents to understand Blockchain
system security as well as to provide a security evaluation framework for Blockchain systems.
In the beginning, the paper explored Blockchain in terms of technology. Throughout the
exploration, it was found that the main purpose of utilizing Blockchain technology is for
autonomous system data keeping as a form of decentralization, but it is not the technology for
security. Then, as the next study, 78 actual Blockchain system hacking cases and heists were
gathered and reviewed. The study summarized information regarding system exploitation and
attack surfaces, which was categorized as to their causes as either: Platform Breach, dApps
Exploit, Access Point Attack, or Endpoint Hacking. Then, the information was analyzed in
various ways, and the following conclusions were drawn.
•
•
•

•
•

The amount of financial loss due to cyberattacks has significantly increased over the years.
The target of cyberattacks has been moving to core Blockchain technology as hacking
techniques evolve.
The incident response and security remediation of Blockchain systems are insufficient. Large
numbers of Blockchain systems have been continuously victimized for years by the same or
similar types of cyberattacks.
The impact of cyberattacks is quite deadly for Blockchain systems. A number of Blockchain
system organizations have been closed due to hacking and heists.
User authentication is the only area to protect an entire Blockchain system due to the
characteristics of a decentralized system. Hence, more than half of cyberattacks have
targeted the user-authentication process, such as identity theft or authentication bypass.

For further research to discover the cause of cyber incident(s) in the Blockchain system,
two cyberattacks (on the Ethereum Blockchain system and on the Bitfinex cryptocurrency
exchange system) were selected, and in-depth analysis performed by using some of the methods
in Causal Analysis using System Theory (CAST). Throughout the analysis, the following
conclusions were drawn as security weaknesses of the Blockchain system:
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•

•

•

Large portions of security controls in the Blockchain system heavily depend on inherited
security features of Blockchain technology. However, Blockchain technology is designed and
operating to protect the entire system from cyberattack(s).
Due to autonomous operation, Blockchain systems have to be transparent and open to the
public. However, information disclosure also contains other detail than just Blockchain
operation, such as Blockchain's software development process, Blockchain's security issues,
and even real-time security incident response actions of a Blockchain system.
No dedicated party or group manages and handles security control in a decentralized system.
Hence, in the event of a cyberattack, incident responses are very slow and ineffective so the
on-going attack cannot be stopped immediately to minimize the impact. Further, after the
incident, security issue remediations are not sufficient, since there is no supervision and/or
no review.

As concatenation of all researches, the paper then discussed common misconceptions
about Blockchain system security, such as Blockchain is not immutable, Blockchain does not
guarantee the user’s anonymity, the transparency of Blockchain does not protect the system, and
Blockchain is not hack-proof. Table 8.1 below summarizes the myths of Blockchain from
Chapter 6.
Myth of Blockchain

De-Mystification

Immutability

Data is never
changed.

“Fork” can change data in Blockchain system.
“51% attack” is exploitation technic target to
Blockchain in the same way of “Soft Fork”.

Anonymity

Identity is never
disclosed.

Blockchain system provides pseudonymity
rather than anonymity. Even the
pseudonymity can be assured only within
system environment.

Transparency

Transparency
secures system.

Blockchain system can only handle nonsecure/in-sensitive data due to the
transparency. Data can be disclosed not
because Blockchain is secure, but because the
data does not need protection.

Hack-Proof

Not hack-able.

Blockchain system is hack-able and it was
even found that the characteristics of
Blockchain technology hinder for system to
respond cyberattack.

Table 8. 1 – Myth of Blockchain.

The paper also pointed out difficulties of securing the Blockchain system as follows:
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•

•

•

The Blockchain system is designed for infinite operation without halt. Hence, once it is
deployed and running, security enhancement and issue remediation become extremely
difficult.
The Blockchain system keeps increasing its complexity and boundary. Such system boundary
expansion causes increasing complexity and ambiguity of the system boundary, and these
make it very difficult for a developer to understand the system architecture and implement
system security controls prior to deployment.
The Blockchain system still utilizes centralized system components. In a decentralized system
environment, system security control is handed over to end users. However, in the Blockchain
system, the decentralization occurs within a Blockchain boundary, but a large portion of its
system components are still centralized. When a system contains traditional component in
centralized architecture, the traditional system security protection approach is still needed.

Probing deeper, the results in this thesis also provide a strong foundation for future work
in the area of Blockchain system security. One area of future work is in combining the
knowledge gained about cyberattacks targeting Blockchain systems with knowledge about
government policy changes. Another area is in applying the proposed causal analysis framework
to the many other real-world cyber incident cases for elaboration and enhancement.
Implementing the proposed security assessment method (Chapter 7) as software would also be a
good area for future work, because it can generate security recommendations automatically
based on Blockchain system architecture.
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Appendix A - Yearly Loss of Heist due to Cyber Attack in Blockchain Systems
Year

Organization

Category

Loss Amount

2011
2011
2011
2011
2011

Allinvain
Mtgox - 1st
Bitomal
MyBitcoin
Bitcoin7

E
E
P
P
A

$239,250.00
$30,800.00
$222,530.00
$833,792.40
$25,150.00

2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012

Slushi Pool - 1st
Bitcoinca - 1st
Bitcoinca - 2nd
Bitcoinca - 3rd
BTC-E - 1st
Bitfloor
Bitmarket.eu

A
A
A
P
P
P
A

$14,760.00
$214,285.68
$92,735.00
$350,000.00
$35,000.00
$250,000.00
$252,012.50

2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013

Bitinstant
Instawallet
Ozcoin
Slushi Pool - 2nd
Bitcoin Central
Vircurex
Bitfunder
Input.io
Bitcash.cz
Bidextreme.pl
BIPS
Picostocks

A
A
P
A
A
A
A
E
E
A
A
E

$12,000.00
N/A
$105,000.00
N/A
N/A
$163,000.00
$775,800.00
$813,891.00
$1,000,000.00
$33,746.70
$1,226,261.40
$5,681,520.00

2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014

Silk Road 2
MTgox
FlexCoin
CoinEx.pw
Poloniex
Dogevault
Cryptsy - 1st
BTER - 1st
Mintpal
Cryptothrift
Justcoin
BTC-E - 2nd

P
P
P
A
P
A
E
A
A
A
P
E

$2,700,000.00
$450,000,000.00
$700,000.00
N/A
$43,233.22
$55,000.00
$10,000,000.00
$1,650,000.00
$2,000,000.00
$5,000.00
$300,000.00
$26,693,100.00
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Year

Organization

Category

Loss Amount

2014

Bitpay

E

$1,800,000.00

2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015

796
Bitstamp
LocalBitcoins
BTER - 2nd
KipCoin
Carvirtex
Cryptoine
Allcrypt
Coinapult
Bitfinex - 1st
Cloudminr

E
E
E
A
A
A
P
E
A
A
A

$313,920.00
$5,200,000.00
$5,336.64
$1,750,000.00
$690,000.00
N/A
N/A
$10,867.08
$42,900.00
$356,000.00
$0.00

2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

BitQuick
CoinTrader
Coinwallet.co
ShapeShift.io
Ethereum - 1st
CoinKite
Gatecoin
Steemit
Bitfinex - 2nd
Bitcurex

A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
P
A

$0.00
$33,600.00
$0.00
$230,000.00
$70,000,000.00
$0.00
$2,000,000.00
$85,000.00
$72,000,000.00
$1,500,000.00

2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017

Zcoin
Yapizon - 1st
Jaxx
QuadrigaCX
Bithumb - 1st
Coindash
Ethereum - 2nd
Enigma
Ethereum - 3rd
Tether
Nicehash
youbit - 2nd

P
A
E
E
E
A
D
E
D
A
A
A

$600,000.00
$5,000,000.00
$400,000.00
$15,000,000.00
$870,000.00
$7,000,000.00
$30,000,000.00
$500,000.00
$275,000,000.00
$31,000,000.00
$75,000,000.00
$15,000,000.00

2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018

Blackwallet
Coincheck
Bitgrail
Bee
CoinSecure
MyEtherWallet
Coinrail
Bithumb - 2nd

A
E
P
A
A
A
A
E

$400,000.00
$600,000,000.00
$195,000,000.00
$1,000,000.00
$3,300,000.00
$152,000.00
$42,000,000.00
$30,000,000.00
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